
C H A P T E R E I G H T

Space and time

In our conversation, no word is more familiarly used or more
easily recognized than “ time ”. W certainly understand what ise
meant by the word both when we use it ourselves and when we
hear it used by others.

What, then, is time? I know well enough what it is, provided
that nobody asks me; but if I am asked what it is and try to ex-
plain, I am baffled. – St Augustine (A D 354-430), Confessions
([15], 264)

Augustine ’s dilemma is one all of us have experienced frequently in
our lives, not only about time, but space, morality, justice, education,
art, etc. W are perfectly capable of using these concepts in our ordi-e
nary affairs; but we seem unable to give an explication, or – better – a
theoretical reconstruction, of these concepts. All of us understand the
concept of time well enough to schedule meetings, to set alar m clocks,
to time a cake ’s baking, and the like. But if asked “ What is time? ”,
most persons – like Augustine – would not know how to answer.

8.1 Is it possible to explain what space and time are?

Time and again when I was a student in public school, my teachers
solemnly insisted: “ In spite of everything we know about electricity, we
do not know what electricity is. ” This verdict about electricity can be

♦found, too, in many books of the period. T use P pper ’s phrase (heo o

 ———————

♦  The first page of chapter one in The Boy Electrician, which I read count-
less times as a youngster, reads, in part:

Electrical science … has brought us the telephone, radio, elec-
tric lights, motors, sound pictures, television, new materials,
medicines, and a host of other things.

And all of these wonders have been invented and perfected
by men who did not know what electricity is.

No one knows what electricity is.  There have been many
theories or attempts to explain what this mysterious force may
actually be, but all of them have been mere guesses and cannot
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was speaking of objections to Einstein ’s relativity theories; [159], 34),
this was – in the end – just a piece of “ popular nonsense ”.

What made that slogan nonsense stemmed from a certain presupposi-
tion that prompted it. When asked to explain what it meant to say “ We
do not know what electricity is ”, my teachers would often reply with
something of the sort, “ W know that electrical phenomena arise out ofe
the movement of charged particles, and we know many of the physical
laws involved, but however much knowledge we gain of this sort, it
will never tell us what electricity is. ” I have no doubt that my teachers
were well-intentioned, that they honestly believed that this was a
legitimate thing to say and to impart to their students. But in the end, it
is nonsense nonetheless.

It is nonsense because as a general principle it would deny that we
know of anything at all what it is. There is nothing special in this regard
about electricity. What my teachers alleged to be a peculiar problem
with electricity could just as well have been said about glass, the wind,
your nose, profit, or freedom. And quite contrary to their argument, we
know what things are precisely by knowing what their makeup is, what
sorts of physical laws describe their behavior, how they typically act,
and how we make use of them. W know, for example, a great deale
about the wind. W understand that the wind is not the exhalation of ae
god but is movement within the atmosphere in which we live. W havee
lear ned, too, that air is made up of a mixture of various gases, that air
moves because of differential heating (due to the Sun ’s heat, ocean cur-
rents, concentrated bur ning of fossil fuels, etc.) and because of the
Coriolis force (due to the rotation of the Earth), and that air may move
in laminar or turbulent ways. And we have lear ned, over a period of
centuries by trial and error and more recently with the greater efficiency
conferred by having mathematical theories of gas dynamics, to harness
the wind (in windmills, for example). Once we know these sorts of
things, even if our knowledge is incomplete, even if, for example, we
cannot predict or explain the behavior of the wind as precisely as we
might like, we know what the wind is. And the same may be said for
electricity: once we know the atomic nature of electrical phenomena,
have discovered a great many of the physical laws of those phenomena,
have harnessed electricity in our generators, machines, radios, com-
puters, and the like, we may perfectly reasonably say, “ F r the mosto

———————

be proven. (p. 13) —The Boy Electrician, by Alfred P. Morgan
(Boston: Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co.) 1940.  Reprinted by
Lindsay Publications Inc., Bradley IL, 1995.
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part, we know what electricity is. ” Of course we cannot sum up this ex-
tensive knowledge in a brief paragraph. A good understanding of
electricity comes about only after several weeks or months of study.
But it is something attainable with effort. It is certainly nothing un-
knowable in principle.

The moral should also be applied for space and for time. Just as in
the case of electricity, many persons have, like Augustine, convinced
themselves that there is something deeply mysterious about space and
time and that space and time are so inscrutable as to be unknowable. “ In
spite of everything we know about space and time, we really do not
know what space and time are ”, I think many persons are inclined to
think to themselves. Certainly there are problems about space and time,
but the pessimistic belief that space and time are somehow so enigmatic
as to be fundamentally unknowable strikes me as a piece of popular non-
sense which ought to be excised just like the nonsense about electricity.

What does coming to know what space and time are consist in? The
answer, I suggest, is perfectly straightforward: it consists, simply, in
our having an account which is, first of all, free of internal inconsis-
tency, and, secondly, robust enough both to make sense of our ordinary
uses of these concepts and to allow us to do physics. Common,
everyday notions of space and time, as Augustine noted seventeen cen-
turies ago, are in quite good enough shape for ordinary affairs. But they
are not in particularly good shape for sophisticated thinking about the
universe writ large.

Buber, we have earlier seen, had tried to imagine an edge of space
and a beginning and end to time and found that he was unable to imag-
ine that there could be such things and (unfortunately for him) was un-
able to imagine that there could not be such things. Recall (from p. 10
above): “ A necessity I could not understand swept over me: I had to try
again and again to imagine the edge of space, or its edgelessness, time
with a beginning and an end or a time without beginning or end, and
both were equally impossible, equally hopeless – yet there seemed to be
only the choice between the one or the other absurdity ” ([37], 135-6).

In this passage, Buber, writing years later, correctly – but unwittingly
– diagnoses the source of the problem: the very ideas at play are ‘ ab-
surd ’. But he never clearly plumbed the absurdity, either as a teenager
or as a mature philosopher relating his youthful experience.

The source of Buber ’s difficulty is an untenable concept of space. It
is deeply and irremediably flawed, for it leads, as we see explicitly in
Buber ’s narrative, to incoherence. In Kant ’s terminology, this particular
concept of space was beset by ‘ antinomies ’. In moder n terminology we
would deem it ‘ paradoxical ’.
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Leibniz, in contrast, had a significantly different concept of space. In
1spite of certain difficulties in his theory of space, I am tempted to say

that in the fundamental insight which infor med his theory, Leibniz ‘ got
it right ’. However, if I were to put my praise in just that way, I would
undercut what I said earlier about philosophical reconstructions, viz.
that they cannot be judged to be true or false. So, forgoing the claim
that Leibniz ‘ got it right ’, I am inclined to say that Leibniz ’s account is
vastly superior to the common view and, with some repairs, can be
made to work reasonably well. (Hereafter, I will refer to the theory
being offered below as the “ neo-Leibnizian ” theory. The qualification
“ neo ” connotes that what follows adopts the core of Leibniz ’s original
theory, but is not to be thought to preserve the whole of that historical
theory.) Let me state the essential element in the neo-Leibnizian theory
of space in an initially provocative manner, using a for m of words only
slightly different from Leibniz ’s own: Space does not exist.

The neo-Leibnizian theory can equally be characterized as being the
‘ negative ’ theory of space. It argues, in effect, that there is nothing
more to the concept of space than that places are dependent on the

2existence of physical objects. T ke away those objects and there are noa
‘ places ’. In imagination annihilate all the matter of the universe.
Having done so, in no intelligible sense can you then go on to say:
“ This is the place where the Andromeda galaxy used to be. ” Without
physical things, there are no places. T say of a world devoid of physi-o
cal objects that one place might be distinguished from another would be
of the same order of nonsense as to say that someone might vacate a
room and leave her lap behind. Just as a lap is a spatial feature of one
physical object, places are spatial features of two (or more) physical ob-
jects. In the absence of physical objects, there are no places. Still less is
there a ‘ physical space ’ which might be thought to be the conglomera-
tion of all places.

But having now stated the thesis – that space does not exist, that
there are only things and their places – in a deliberately provocative
way, let me try now both to explain what I mean by this and to defend
(what must surely appear at the outset to be) an outrageous claim.

———————

1. F r instance, Leibniz denied both that spatial relations are ‘ real ’ and that ao
vacuum is a possibility. Both of these claims are, however, peripheral to his
main thesis, and I wish only to pursue his main thesis.

2. On some contemporary interpretations of moder n physics, some writers
suggest that physical objects are best conceived of as clumps or distributions
of energy. That refinement is inessential for our purposes.
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8.2 A neo-Leibnizian theory of space

It is a truth of logic that any class of things can be divided, without
remainder, into two mutually exclusive subclasses. Roses, for example,
may be divided into all those that are red and all those that are not red.
Mammals, for example, may be divided into those that are marsupials
and those that are not. And similarly for theories of space, which may
be divided into those theories which posit space as a subtle (ethereal)
kind of ‘ stuff ’ permeating the universe and those theories which do not
so regard space.

Isaac Newton, like most persons, subscribed to a theory of the first
kind, although Newton ’s theory, as we would expect, was considerably
more robust than most persons ’. Motivated in part by a Cartesian* theo-
ry of perception and in part by certain theological beliefs, he posited
that space was, in his words, ‘ the sensorium of God ’, a kind of ‘ sense
organ ’ by which God was able immediately to know the place
(whereabouts) of anything in the universe. W will not concer n our-e
selves with these latter sorts of subsidiary features of Newton ’s theory.
What is essential in his theory was that it was one of the kind which
regarded space as a ‘ container ’ of the physical objects in the universe.

Most persons, I am quite sure, subscribe to a ‘ container ’ theory of
space. When they say such a thing as “ There are many galaxies scat-
tered about in space ”, they will often imagine a picture, just on a
grander scale, similar to that imagined when they say, for example,
“ The Eiffel T wer is located in P ris. ” Just as the Eiffel T wer ando a o
P ris may each be regarded as a kind of spatial object (although ofa
course the latter is a rather large spatial object, occupying some 106
square kilometers), the common view would have it that galaxies, too,
are physical objects (very big ones) and that they are located in space,
viz. a yet larger container (a kind of ‘ super-P ris ’ as it were) which is,a
nonetheless, a ‘ somewhat physical ’ sort of thing. The reasoning is by
analogy: the Eiffel T wer (a physical thing having spatial properties) iso
in P ris (also a physical thing having spatial properties), and thusa
galaxies (physical things having physical properties), being in space,
must be in a thing (i.e. space) which in its tur n is a physical thing
having spatial properties.

This ‘ container ’ model of space is unquestionably the one presup-
posed by Buber. He conceived of space as a kind of stuff of which it
was appropriate (meaningful) to speculate where its edge might lie. F ro
containers, whether they be something as small as jam jars or as large
as P ris, have outer bounds: there clearly are places which lie on thea
‘ inside ’ (i.e. are within) and there are other places which lie on the
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‘ outside ’ (i.e. are without). But, as we have seen (p. 10 above), Buber
nearly went insane trying to reconcile himself to operating with this
model of space.

Leibniz strongly attacked the ‘ container ’ model of space. His par-
ticular challenge was to Newton ’s particular version, but it need not
be regarded as so restricted. His objections, and his alter native theory,
can be read as applying to any version of the ‘ container ’ theory.

§2. … real absolute space … is an idol of some moder n
Englishmen. I call it an idol, not in a theological sense, but in a
philosophical one. … §3. These gentlemen maintain … that
space is a real absolute being. But this involves them in great
difficulties; for such a being must needs be eternal and infinite.
Hence some have believed it to be God himself, or, one of his
attributes, his immensity. But since space consists of parts, it is
not a thing which can belong to God. §4. As for my own
opinion, I have said more than once, that I hold space to be
something merely relative, as time is; that I hold it to be an
order of coexistences, as time is an order of successions. F ro
space denotes, in ter ms of possibility, an order of things which
exist at the same time, considered as existing together. ([5],
Third paper, 25-6)

And in the following paragraph Leibniz talks of the “ chimerical [ficti-
tious] supposition of the reality of space in itself ” (26). What all of
this comes down to is Leibniz ’s arguing that space does not exist; that
there are physical objects which, as we say, are ‘ in space ’, but space
does not exist as a distinct further kind of thing which ‘ contains ’ these
objects.

In reading Leibniz ’s characterization of Newton ’s theory as one of
an “ absolute ” space, and his own as one of a “ relative ” space, one
must recall that these ter ms did not mean quite the same to seven-
teenth-century writers as they have come to mean in the period since
Einstein proposed his theories of the relativity of space. When
Einstein wrote, early in the twentieth century, that space is “ relative ”,
he was advancing a thesis which clearly presupposed the neo-Leib-
nizian concept of space, but which advanced – at the same time –
claims about the universe, and in particular about mass, energy,
gravity, and the transmission of light, which were never dreamed of
by Leibniz. It is no part of my concer n here to review Einstein ’s theo-
ries. What I am attempting to do is to propose a theory of space and
time which is consistent with moder n physical theory and which
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provides a suitable base on which to erect current theories in physics. I
will content myself, that is, with arguing against a common, but woe-
fully confused concept of space and time, a concept totally inap-
propriate for the doing of moder n physics.

When Leibniz contrasts his own theory with that of Newton, saying
that Newton hypothesizes that space is ‘ absolute ’ and that he, instead,
hypothesizes that space is ‘ relative ’, we must understand that Leibniz
is not saying that each of them is arguing that space is a kind of stuff
and that they are arguing about whether it is one sort of stuff or
another. Quite the contrary, in his saying that Newton subscribes to a
theory of absolute space, Leibniz is arguing that Newton believes that
space is a kind of stuff. In contrast, when he himself argues that space
is relative, Leibniz is arguing that space is nonexistent, in his own
words, that the reality of space is “ chimerical ”.

In the Newtonian world-view, space and its contents are two differ-
ent sorts of things; each exists. And although physical things could not
exist except by being (at some determinate point or other) in space,
space could exist even if it were devoid (empty) of all physical things
whatsoever. This view, as I have said, is more or less the commonly
held view of space.

Leibniz ’s view is far more economical, but distinctly at variance
with common, popular views. In Leibniz ’s view, physical objects do
not ‘ inhabit ’ space. Physical objects exist; some touch one another;
others are separated by various distances from one another; but there
is no further kind of ‘ stuff ’ (space) filling up the places where there
are no physical objects.

There is, of course, one immediate benefit from adopting the neo-
Leibnizian theory: it solves Buber ’s problem at a stroke. If space does
not exist, then it neither has nor lacks an edge. If space does not exist,
then there is no place which lies ‘ within ’ space and some other point

3which lies ‘ without ’.
Many persons find this particular manner of solving philosophical

puzzles deeply disturbing and find themselves resisting the proposal.

———————

3. Note too that Lucretius ’s imagined spear thrower stationed at (in his
words) “ the last limits ” (see above p. 9) simply could not exist, and he could
not exist for the same sorts of reasons that a person who factored the largest
odd number could not exist. Just as there is no largest odd number and hence
there could not be anyone who factored it, there is no space and hence there
could not be anyone who stood at its “ last limits ”.
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T them it seems something of a cheat to attempt to solve a puzzle byo
undercutting its presuppositions. Thus, for example, some persons
have balked at Russell ’s solution to the famous Barber paradox. Rus-
sell described a male, adult barber, who himself had whiskers, who
shaved all and only those persons in his village who did not shave
themselves ([179], 261). The question arises: Who shaves the barber?
Whether one answers that he is unshaved, that he shaves himself, or
that someone else shaves him, the answer immediately contradicts one
of the explicit claims made in the description of the barber. Russell ’s
solution – and indeed the only solution possible to the puzzle – is to
recognize that the very description given of the barber is internally in-
coherent, i.e. it is logically impossible that there should be such a bar-
ber. The puzzle can be solved, in effect, only by ‘ backing up ’, as it
were, and challenging one of the presuppositions of the very problem
itself. One ‘ solves ’ such a problem, not by answering it, but by reject-
ing the problem, by showing that it harbors an untenable presupposi-

4tion.
Buber could not solve his problem. That either answer led immedi-

ately, in Buber ’s own words, to “ absurdity ” is evidence not of the
profundity of the problem itself, not of the need for ingenious solu-
tions, but of something fundamentally incoherent in the very problem
itself. And what that incoherence consisted in, I suggest, is the popu-
larly held, but ultimately untenable, view that space is a kind of ‘ stuff ’
of which it is appropriate to imagine that it has a boundary and of
which it is appropriate to ask what lies within it and what lies outside
it. This ‘ absolute ’ (or ‘ container ’) notion of space cannot be freed of
incoherence.

There is an altogether different sort of argument which may also be
brought to bear against the concept of space as being a kind of ‘ stuff ’,
an argument from English grammar. Consider the two English sen-
tences,

(S1) There is water between the chair and the wall.

and

(S2) There is space between the chair and the wall.

From a point of view of English grammar, these two sentences are
identical. From a grammatical point of view, they match word for

———————

4. F r more on the Barber paradox, see [163] and [34], 117-18.o
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word, phrase for phrase. But in spite of that, there is something pro-
foundly different about these two sentences. The concepts water and
space which occur in them behave unexpectedly differently from a
logical point of view. The remarkable dissimilarity is revealed when
we try to paraphrase these two sentences. F r the latter can be given ao
paraphrase which is anything but possible for the for mer. (S2) may be
paraphrased this way:

(S2 ′ ) There is nothing between the chair and the wall, and the chair is
not touching the wall.

In this paraphrase, only two sorts of ‘ things ’ (or stuff ) are referred to:
the chair and the wall. T lk of space has dropped out altogether. Noa
such paraphrase is possible for (S1). F r in (S1), there really are threeo
sorts of things involved: chairs, water, and walls. But space is not a
sort of thing, and this is revealed by the remarkable paraphrase pos-
sible for (S2). Two points need to be made about this maneuver.

First, and foremost, is the need to address the objection that the
paraphrase does not genuinely eliminate talk of space as a kind of
stuff, it merely substitutes a synonym, viz. “ nothing ”, in its place. F ro
some persons, in reflecting on the paraphrase (S2 ′ ), will believe that
they detect in it a reference to three kinds of things: chairs, walls, and
nothingness. Indeed, some persons quite explicitly regard “ empty
space ” and “ nothingness ” as (near-)synonyms.

W have, it seems, offered a solution to one philosophical problem,e
only to have it replaced by another. Is “ nothing ”, when used in a sen-
tence such as “ There is nothing between the chair and the wall ”, to be
regarded as referring to a thing in the way in which “ the chair ” and
“ the wall ” refer to things? What role does “ nothing ” play in such a
sentence?

The debate over the question what, if anything, “ nothing ” denotes
5has a long and checkered history in philosophy. Philosophers are split

into two camps: those that regard “ nothing ” as denoting something
(viz. the nothingness) and those that regard “ nothing ” as playing a
non-denoting role in our sentences.

Lewis Carroll (1832-98), the author of Through the Looking-Glass
(who was by profession a mathematician and by avocation a philoso-

———————

5. P.L. Heath ’s article, “ Nothing ”, in the Encyclopedia of Philosophy ([67],
vol. 5, 524-5), exhibits two virtues: it is infor mative and, at the same time, it
is one of the few intentionally humorous writings in moder n philosophy.
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pher), spoofs the view which would make of “ nothing ” (and “ no-
6body ”) the name of something (or someone).

“ Who did you pass on the road? ” the King went on, holding
out his hand to the Messenger for some more hay.

“ Nobody, ” said the Messenger.
“ Quite right, ” said the King: “ this young lady saw him too.

So of course Nobody walks slower than you. ”
“ I do my best, ” the Messenger said in a sullen tone. “ I ’m

sure nobody walks much faster than I do! ”
“ He can ’t do that, ” said the King, “ or else he ’d have been

here first. ” ([46], 196)

Many twentieth-century philosophers, especially those among the
Continental schools and the Existential schools, have written of Noth-
ingness, treating it – as the King regards “ Nobody ” in Carroll ’s fable
– as referring to some actually existent thing. They have talked of the
fear of Nothingness and of the anxiety caused by the prospects of
Nothingness. Some of these philosophers identify Nothingness with
death; and others with ‘ the void ’.

But other philosophers will have nothing (!) of that kind of theoriz-
ing. These latter philosophers (myself among them) regard “ nothing ”
as playing a different kind of role in our sentences. “ Nothing ”, accord-
ing to this theory, is just one among several so-called quantifiers,
words which, in effect, serve to indicate the size of the classes one is
talking about. Thus, for example, we might say, “ Everything troubles
me today ”, or “ Practically everything is troubling me today ”, or
“ Something is troubling me today ”, or – finally – “ There is nothing
troubling me today ”. What this latter sentence says, I would urge, is
that there is not anything that is troubling me, i.e. that I am free of
troubles. “ There is nothing troubling me today ” ought not, I suggest,
be thought to be saying that I am being troubled and what is doing that

7troubling is Nothing.

———————

6. It comes as no surprise that the same person, P.L. Heath, has written both
the articles “ Lewis Carroll ” and “ Nothing ” in the Encyclopedia of Philoso-
phy ([67]).

7. Strawson has written of the tendency of certain descriptive phrases, e.g.
“ the round table ”, ‘ to grow capital letters ’ and become converted into names,
e.g. “ the Round T ble ”. One might notice that there is a tendency, too, in thea
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Along perfectly similar lines, when we offer a paraphrase of “ There
is space between the chair and the wall ” which reads “ There is noth-
ing between the chair and the wall and the chair is not touching the
wall ”, the latter ought to be understood as saying “ There is no (third)
thing between the chair and the wall ” rather than as saying “ There is
some third thing between the chair and the wall, namely, Nothing. ” If
“ Nothing ” named a kind of thing in the world, then – by parallel
reasoning, it seems to me – so too would “ something ”, “ practically
everything ”, “ hardly anything ”, “ most ”, and “ a few ”, etc. None of
these, I suggest, names anything in the world. No more so than does
“ it ” in “ It is raining ” or “ there ” in “ There is a car in the driveway. ”

If one identifies space with The Nothing, then one immediately
invites back Buber ’s conundrum, only it now reads: “ Where does the
Nothingness leave off, and what is on the other side? ”

The second concer n arising over the maneuver of ‘ paraphrasing-
away ’, as it were, the reference to space as a kind of thing does not so
much question the results of applying that technique, but challenges
the very technique itself. Some persons are deeply suspicious and
troubled over the technique of solving philosophical problems by
grammatical or linguistic means. Even cheerfully admitting the cor-
rectness of the paraphrase, some persons will resist seeing it as a gen-
uine solution to the original problem. The objection they make is to
the alleged relevance of the paraphrase to solving the problem.

Again, just as in the case of Russell ’s proposed solution of the Bar-
ber paradox, persons will have differing attitudes about the philosoph-
ical methodology involved. P rsons come to philosophy with differente
expectations. What one person sees as a perfectly cogent solution to a

———————

writings of certain philosophers for quantifiers similarly ‘ to grow capital let-
ters ’. If we are not careful to resist the temptation, we may find the innocent,
familiar “ nothing ” mysteriously transmogrifying into a name for the
(dreaded) Nothing. Arguments which adopt this latter sort of linguistic fraud
fall among what have come to be called ‘ fallacies of reification ’.

As a sidelight, I might mention that Strawson ’s clever phrase occurs in a
reply (1950), “ On Referring ” ([199]), which was directed against Bertrand
Russell ’s “ On Denoting ” ([177]) written some forty-five years earlier, in
1905. As a matter of fact, at the time Russell wrote “ On Denoting ”, Straw-
son ’s birth lay fourteen years in the future. Russell ’s eventual reply to Straw-
son was published in 1957 ([181]). There must be few other instances in the
history of thought where an author may be found to be defending one of his /
her writings fifty-two years after having penned it.
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problem, another person may fail to regard as even being relevant. F ro
some persons, the demonstration that “ space ” has a quite different
‘ logical grammar ’ from ordinary substantive ter ms, such as “ water ”,
“ wall ”, and “ chair ”, does nothing to address the problem of sorting
out the concept of space. Linguistic maneuvers, of the sort we have
just gone through paraphrasing away “ space ” in (S2), are regarded as
mere ‘ word-chopping ’ or ‘ hairsplitting ’, but not as grappling with the
deep conceptual problems afoot.

Other persons, in being presented with precisely the same
paraphrase and the accompanying discussion of how “ space ” and
“ nothing ” do not behave grammatically like (incontrovertible) sub-
stantive ter ms such as “ water ”, “ wall ”, and the like, experience some-
thing of a ‘ Eureka ’-flash, and come to regard problems like Buber ’s as
having their source in thinking of space as if it were an (ethereal) kind
of thing. In my own classroom, I often see the different attitudes per-
sons have toward these methods. On encountering the method of
paraphrase and the claim that it can sometimes reveal important dis-
tinctions among our concepts, some of my students will embrace it
with zeal and regard it as revelatory while others of them will reject it
with open contempt.

Who is right? How does one adjudicate when fundamental concep-
tions about the very practice itself of philosophy are at stake? How
does one argue in support of, or against, the method of paraphrasing
as a means of solving some philosophical problems? Certainly great
numbers of moder n philosophers use such techniques: if not every
day, then at least on some occasions. One can hardly pick up a current
philosophical journal without finding within it some article in which
the writer has utilized it or a kindred technique. But for the person un-
familiar with, or unused to, such techniques, to whom such techniques
seem linguistic sleights of hand, who initially regards them as being
some sort of cheat, how is one to recommend and justify the adoption
of such a technique?

There can, of course, be no definitive answer. There can be no
answer which is ultimately assured of winning converts to a methodol-
ogy which some persons view with suspicion or disfavor. It is no more
possible to find a way to convince one ’s opponents of the rightness or
utility of a philosophical methodology than it is to find a way to con-
vince one ’s opponents of the profit of looking at the world through the
eyes of a new scientific theory or adopting a new technology. In spite
of the commonly held view that there is some one canonical ‘ scientific
method ’, its existence is, when all is said and done, mythical. Simi-
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larly, there is nothing that can be called ‘ the ’ philosophical method,
either. Philosophers are bound to disagree among themselves about
philosophical methods, just as scientists are bound to disagree over
scientific methods.

There is no argument in support of the method of paraphrasing
which will be convincing to all doubters. One can do no more than
apply that method to various cases, display the results, and invite
one ’s readers to decide for themselves whether they regard the method
and its results as acceptable. My own attitude has been to adopt the
method as one tool among several to be used in struggling to explicate
our concepts. I am happy to utilize it in the present case because its
results cohere with the results of other approaches and because its
results offer a solution to Buber ’s problem and because the method
offers a concept of space suitable for erecting moder n physical theo-
ries. This is not to say that I believe that the method of paraphrase is
the touchstone for doing philosophy. Quite the contrary, I believe that
in some instances it has been used in a jawbone fashion, for example
in the analysis of the concept of causation where it has been applied –
in the hands of some philosophers – to too few examples, and thus
been used to advance an overly restricted explication of “ cause ”. In
short, I do not rest my case, of arguing that space is nonexistent,
simply on the basis of a paraphrase of (S2). I build the argument on
that paraphrase, to be sure, but on much else besides, e.g. that such an
explication solves Buber ’s problem and that such an explication
coheres with moder n physical theories whereas a ‘ container ’ notion of
space does not.

8.3 Objections and replies to the neo-Leibnizian theory

It has been my own experience that most persons relish a lavish
ontology*. By this I mean that most persons prefer a conceptual
scheme in which there figure a great number of kinds of things. The
ter m “ things ” here is meant in a very broad, inclusive sense. On this
interpretation, “ things ” will include, of course, the most familiar
things of all, namely physical objects, but will include as well all sorts
of nonphysical things, e.g. minds (if indeed they are nonphysical),
supernatural beings, numbers, classes, colors, pains, mathematical
theorems, places, and events. In short, “ things ” is being used here as a
general name for any sort of thing (!) whatsoever that can be named or
described.

Most persons, it seems to me, are willing to prune their ontologies
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only with reluctance. Few persons cheerfully or readily are willing to
discard items from their stock-in-trade ontology. Every philosopher
who has ever argued that some item or other in the popularly held
ontology is expendable insofar as it is mythical or incoherent has, I am
sure, met with resistance from persons arguing that the suggestion is a
patent offense against common sense.

There is much to be said for the commonsense view of the world.
F remost is the fact that it works extremely well. One tampers with ito
only gingerly and always at some risk of damaging it. But common-
sensical views of the world are not perfect and are not immune to
change and improvement. One can sometimes improve on common
sense, but one must take care in trying to do so. F r a good deal ofo
suggested repair – e.g. that disease is a myth – is downright danger-
ous.

The neo-Leibnizian theory I have described above, the theory that
space does not exist, i.e. that there is no such thing as space, is
guaranteed to elicit from many persons the objection that it does so
much violence to common sense that it is simply fantastic. The con-
cept of space as being a kind of thing is so pervasive in our common-
sense view of the world that any suggestion that space does not really
exist is regarded as a philosopher ’s fancy not to be seriously credited.

Let me try, somewhat further, to undo this sort of resistance. Let me
try both to show how the theory works, and how it succeeds in
preserving what is valuable in common sense and how it discards
what is problematic in the commonsensical view.

Objection 1: Lord Kelvin once extolled the virtues of measurement
this way: “ … when you can measure what you are speaking about and
express it in numbers you know something about it; but when you
cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your
knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind ” ([109] 80). Prob-
ably he overstated the negative side of the case. There are doubtless
all sorts of things – such as beauty in music and nobility of character –
which have not succumbed to precise measurement but about which

8our knowledge cannot, reasonably, be judged to be ‘ unsatisfactory ’.
On the positive side, however, Kelvin ’s point is well taken. Measure-
ment, especially if it is reproducible, public, accurate, and utilizable in

———————

8. Abraham Kaplan ’s views on measurement are even stronger than Kel-
vin ’s: “No problem is a purely qualitative one in its own nature; we may
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a well-established scientific theory, does provide us with valuable
9knowledge. More particularly, it provides us with knowledge of real

features of the world. If something is measurable, then it exists. Non-
existent things cannot be measured. Now space surely can be meas-
ured. W need not, for example, content ourselves merely with notinge
that there is some space between the chair and the wall, we can
proceed to measure quantitatively that amount of space. Using a steel
tape measure, we may find that the shortest distance between the two
is 55.6 cm. Using more refined laboratory instruments, we can
measure space with an accuracy of better than one part in ten million.
Surely it must be a mistake, then, given the acknowledged possibility
of perfor ming such public, reproducible, and accurate measurements,
to argue that space itself is a fiction.

Reply to Objection 1: The theory of space being proposed here must
not be thought to deny the possibility of our perfor ming such
measurements. Any theory which said that it is impossible to measure
the distance between chairs and walls would be at such gross variance
with simple physical facts as to be worthy of rejection immediately.
The neo-Leibnizian theory, obviously, cannot deny such ‘ hard facts ’ if
it is to be seriously entertained. And indeed it does not. Quite the con-
trary, Leibniz implicitly allows that such measurements are possible
([5], Fifth paper, §54, 75).

Certainly it is possible to measure the distances between many
physical objects. F r ordinary-sized physical things, close at hand, weo
can use calipers and meter sticks; for greater distances, surveyors ’
transit theodolites; and for still greater distances, radar, parallax meas-
urements, and Doppler red-shift measurements. All of this simply
must be admitted, and indeed all of it is left perfectly intact in the
neo-Leibnizian theory.

Even more to the point, this theory makes the picture of physical
objects standing in various spatial relationships to one another its fun-
damental notion. According to the neo-Leibnizian theory, it is precise-
ly physical objects and their spatial relationships which are real. What

———————

always approach it in quantitative ter ms. W may; but can we always do so?e
Are there not some things which are intrinsically unmeasurable … ? F r myo
part, I answer these questions with an unequivocal ‘ No ’ ” ([108], 176).

9. See also Cassirer: “ A fact is understood when it is measured ” ([47], 140).
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is denied to be real is some sort of pervasive ‘ stuff ’ (i.e. space) of
which these relations are somehow to be thought of as properties.

In this neo-Leibnizian theory, from the point of view of physics,
what exists are physical bodies, persisting through time, some very
small (including the molecules of the gaseous mixture air), others
immense, some touching one another, others at various distances,
some at relative rest, i.e. not moving with respect to some object con-
ventionally chosen as the ‘ fixed point ’, and yet others in motion with
respect to that ‘ fixed point ’. But that ’s it. There is no further ethereal
soup (space) in which all these objects ‘ float ’, as it were, like fish in
the sea. But if there is no ethereal ‘ stuff ’ between objects, then
Buber ’s peculiar views of the world cannot arise. What we have in
this theory is what is worth preserving, viz. physical objects of various
sizes moving about with respect to one another. What falls away is
precisely, and only, that part of the picture which was problematic: the
idea that space was a further kind of ‘ thing ’ of which it was appropri-
ate to imagine that it, too, had an ‘ inside ’ and an ‘ outside ’.

Objection 2: It is not simply that we are able to measure the distance
between non-contiguous objects. It goes well beyond that. Physicists,
astronomers, cosmologists, and geometers attribute geometrical prop-
erties to space, e.g. they are wont to talk of space being “ curved ” and
of space having “ three dimensions ”. Surely only an existent thing can
have such physical properties. If there is curvature, then there must
exist something to be curved; if there are three dimensions, then there
must exist something to be three-dimensional.

Reply to Objection 2: The definition of “ curvature ”, as a mathemati-
cally calculable measure, was invented by Gauss (1777-1855) in two

10papers of 1825 and 1827 on the geometry of two-dimensional   sur-
faces ([76], 15, 97). The Gaussian measure of the curvature at any

———————

10. With the advent, c. 1975, of fractal geometry (launched by Benoit Man-
delbrot; see [131], chap. X I I, for a history) and its talk of ‘ fractal dimensions ’,
it is becoming common among mathematicians to replace this historical,
unqualified use of “ dimension ” with “ topological* dimension ”. But since
there is no discussion in this book of fractal geometry, I have felt no par-
ticular need to adopt the refor med terminology. When I speak of spatial
dimensions, I will be referring to the historically familiar dimensions of
width, height, and depth.
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point is the reciprocal* of the products of the greatest and least radii of
curvature at that point. F r example, consider the curvature at a pointo
on the ‘ equator ’ of a perfect sphere. The surface curves equally in all
directions, e.g. along the equator itself and along the line of longitude
through that point; i.e. both these circles have the same radius. Let us
call that radius “ R ”. The measure of the curvature, then, according to
the Gaussian formula would be 1 / (R × R). Note that it makes no mat-
ter whether “ R ” is regarded as positive or negative: in being multi-
plied by itself, the result must be positive. Thus, for a (perfect) sphere,
the measure of curvature is at every point the same and is always posi-
tive.

Imagine now the sphere growing to infinite size: the surface is (ef-
fectively) flat, and the radius is infinite (i.e. ∞). The Gaussian formula
tells us that the curvature is 1 / (∞ × ∞), i.e. zero. That is, a plane sur-
face, a flat two-dimensional ‘ space ’, has a curvature of zero.

Thirdly, imagine a doughnut-shaped surface, or as mathematicians
call it, a torus (pl. tori). Imagine it to be oriented as if lying on a
tabletop. (See figure 8.1, p. 162) Choose a point on the inner surface,
i.e. on the perimeter of the hole in the middle. (In figure 8.1, see the
left-hand side of the lower diagram.) There are two circles here, at
right angles: a horizontal circle (whose radius is labeled “ R ”) com-
prising that inner perimeter; and a vertical circle (whose radius is
labeled “ r ”), that of the cross-section through the dough of the pastry.
(If you prefer, imagine two interlocked key rings, touching at right
angles.) What makes this case importantly different from the preced-
ing two is that the two radii of curvature are in opposite directions. If
one is assigned a positive value, the other must be assigned a negative
value. Assume one is +r and the other is –R. Then the Gaussian for-
mula gives a negative value for the curvature, i.e. 1 / (–R × +r), which
is, of course, equal to –1 / ( | R | × | r | ). Such negatively curved surfaces
are exhibited along the inner surfaces of tori, on saddles, and on the
bells (flares) of hunting hor ns, trumpets, etc. (Incidentally, you might
notice that the curvature of the surface of tori changes from place to
place. While the curvature is negative on the perimeter of the hole, it
is positive on the points farthest from the hole [see the right-hand half
of the diagram in figure 8.1]. There the two radii, R and r, point in the

11same direction, and hence the curvature is positive. )
As Gauss originally introduced the concept, to apply to features of

———————

11. F r more on the concept of curvature, see [3], esp. 261-86 and 356-70.o
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Figure 8.1

two-dimensional surfaces, curvature is readily grasped. But it was not
long before the concept was extended in 1854, by Riemann (1826-66),
to apply, not to two-dimensional surfaces, but to three-dimensional
space ([173]).

F r a mathematician, a ‘ space ’ may be of any number of dimen-o
sions. Indeed, a ‘ space ’ need not refer to anything physical whatever:
it is just a measure of the number of ‘ dimensions ’ needed to specify
the ‘ location ’ of something of interest. F r example, Helmholtz citeso
the case of the three-dimensional ‘ space ’ of colors: any given color
may be located in the (finite) three-dimensional space of red, green,
and blue, by specifying for each of these ‘ dimensions ’ (primary
colors) what percentage occurs in the given color. (He omits intensity;
had he included that parameter, he would have needed a four-dimen-
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sional ‘ space ’ which was finite in three of its dimensions, and infinite
in the fourth.) If someone offered a theory of intelligence, for ex-
ample, in which there were five independent parameters to be meas-
ured – e.g. verbal skills, mathematical skills, physical skills, creative
skills, and social skills – then one would have to posit a ‘ space ’ of
these five dimensions in which to locate any given person. From the
mathematical point of view, there is utterly no difference between the
‘ spaces ’ of geometry, of color spectra, and of intelligence. All of
these, and countless other ‘ manifolds ’, are called “ spaces ”. Even phi-
losophers have adopted the concept and sometimes talk (perhaps a bit
pretentiously) of such esoterica as “ logical ” space.

When Riemann extended Gauss ’s original concept of the curvature
of two-dimensional surfaces to a three-dimensional space, we must
understand that he was proceeding by mathematical analogy. He was,
in effect, arguing that certain features of three-dimensional geometry
(and by extension, four-, five-, six-, indeed any n-dimensional geome-
try) would be extensions of features of two-dimensional geometry. In
any analogy, certain features are preserved and others discarded. And
in extending Gauss ’s original notion, devised for two-dimensional
geometry, to three-, four-, or higher-dimensional geometries, we must
take care to understand exactly what may be carried over and what is
to be discarded.

Riemann discovered that in a ‘ positively curved ’ space, many of the
familiar theorems of Euclidean geometry do not hold. F r example, ino
such a space, there are no parallel lines and the sum of the angles of
triangles always exceeds 180°. But what, exactly, is one to make of
this notion of a ‘ positively curved ’ space? The intellectual puzzle
arises because of the difficulty we have in trying to extend the familiar
notions of curvature which were introduced, in the first instance, to
apply to two-dimensional surfaces: of the sphere, of the torus, etc. To
be sure, the sphere and the torus are three-dimensional objects; but
their surfaces are two-dimensional ‘ spaces ’. W can intuitively graspe
the sense of “ curvature ” operative in these familiar cases because we
can visualize that the curved surfaces are the two-dimensional sur-
faces of a three-dimensional figure. But when we are then told that our
own physical space is (or might be) curved, and we try by analogy to
visualize it as being the surface of some four-dimensional solid, our
imaginations fail us. The analogy becomes more hindrance than help.

Mathematicians are practiced enough to know how to handle the
analogy correctly. Mathematicians, that is, know how to abstract the
essential mathematical features from such examples – the plane, the
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sphere, the torus, etc. Non-mathematicians, however, are done a dis-
service by these models, for they are not practiced in focusing in on
just the relevant mathematical features at play, and are far too likely,
virtually inevitably likely, to be distracted by the robust reality of the
physical objects (the Earth, the hunting hor n) which ‘ sport ’ these
curved surfaces. What the mathematician wants to focus on in these
models are the surfaces themselves, divorced from the things of which
they happen to be the surfaces, i.e. the mathematician is concer ned
solely with the mathematical, not the physical, properties of these sur-
faces. But all of this is usually lost in most popular presentations of
moder n geometry.

Already in the nineteenth century, Hermann Helmholtz recognized
non-mathematicians ’ inability to handle the concept of curvature in
the manner of physicists and mathematicians, i.e. he recognized that
non-mathematicians tried to conceive of the curvature which was said
to characterize physical space after the model of curvature which was
familiar in the case of the two-dimensional surfaces of three-dimen-
sional objects. Helmholtz advises that one abandon any attempt to
conceive of curvature in that manner. Instead we should conceive of
curvature as the result of a certain kind of calculation we perfor m on
quantities we measure with our instruments.

All known space-relations are measurable, that is, they may be
brought to determination of magnitudes (lines, angles, surfaces,
volumes). Problems in geometry can therefore be solved, by
finding methods of calculation for arriving at unknown mag-
nitudes from known ones. …

Now we may start with this view of space, according to
which the position of a point may be determined by measure-
ments in relation to any given figure (system of co-ordinates),
taken as fixed, and then inquire what are the special characteris-
tics [e.g. the curvature] of our space as manifested in the
measurements that have to be made. This path was first entered
by … Riemann of G ̈  ttingen. It has the peculiar advantage thato
all its operations consist in pure calculation of quantities which
quite obviates the danger of habitual perceptions being taken
for necessities of thought. …

T prevent misunderstanding, I will once more observe thato
this so-called measure of space-curvature is a quantity obtained
by purely analytical [mathematical] calculation, and that its
introduction involves no suggestion of relations that would
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have a meaning only for sense-perception. ([89], 44-7)

Helmholtz, like Riemann himself, regards this ‘ new talk ’ of curvature,
not as describing perceivable, or even imaginable, properties of space,
but rather as a result to be obtained by mathematical calculation on
measured quantities.

In moder n science, too, many writers repeat the advice, cautioning
readers explicitly about the potentially misleading use of the word
“ curved ”. The astronomer Dennis Sciama, for example, writes that it
is misleading to talk of non-Euclidean space as “ curved ”. But his
point is perfectly general, and does not apply only to non-Euclidean
space, for it is, in a way, just as misleading to describe Euclidean
space as “ flat ”. I will bracket certain phrases in quoting him, so as to
make his point more general. In this instance, bracketing indicates not
my insertions, but rather my suggested deletions from the original:
“ W can easily understand what it means to say that a two-dimen-e
sional surface is curved, because we can see this surface lying in
three-dimensional [Euclidean] space, and the meaning of the word
‘ curvature ’ is quite obvious. But when this same name ‘ curvature ’ is
also given to a three-dimensional [non-Euclidean] space (footnote: let
alone four-dimensional space-time!) it becomes rather misleading. …
All that is meant by the curvature of space, then, is that gravitation
affects the motion of bodies ” ([186], 146). The essential point is
Sciama ’s last sentence: “ All that is meant by the curvature of space,
then, is that gravitation affects the motion of bodies. ” And he might

12have added, “ and affects the path of light rays. ” (A minor matter:

———————

12. The mathematician-astronomer I.W. Roxburgh makes much the same
point, but writes at somewhat greater length: “ … what is this stuff called
space whose curvature is to be determined – how do we measure it? W can,e
like Gauss, set up a triangulation experiment and measure the angles of a tri-
angle – the answer will not be 180° – but this does not mean space is curved.
The experiment is done with light rays and theodolites – the empirical result
is a statement about the behaviour of light rays – not about space. It is, as it
must be, an experiment about the relationship between objects in space not
about space itself. The same is necessarily true about any experiment; from it
we lear n of the relationship between objects not of the background we call
space. … Space … is an intermediary that we bring into the formalism [of
relativity theory] for ease of representation, but in any empirical statement
about the world the representation [i.e. space itself] is eliminated ” ([175],
87; italics added).
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The so-called curvature of space varies from place to place. The cur-
vature is more marked, i.e. light rays are more affected, in the vicinity
of massive bodies than at places remote from them. And the overall
curvature of the entire universe is a function of both the amount and
the distribution of mass within the universe.)

T lk of space itself being curved has become commonplace withina
physics. But one must beware not to interpret such talk too literally, or
at least not with the common meanings we assign to the word “ curva-
ture ”. W should no more want to regard the physicist ’s use of thee
ter m “ curvature ” as being akin to the ordinary use than we should
want to regard the physicist ’s use of the word “ field ” as being akin to
the far mer ’s.

In suggesting that we should deliberately and consciously try to
resist the temptation to conceive of space as a kind of subtle, tenuous,
ethereal, or subliminal kind of ‘ stuff ’, the sort of thing which begs us
to try to imagine where its boundaries might be or what its curvature
or geometry might be, I am not suggesting that we refor m our lan-
guage so as to purge it of the word “ space ” or that we cease altogether
to talk of space. T try to avoid talking of space strikes me as futileo
and as foolhardy an enterprise as some have attempted with certain
other ter ms. History provides us with the spectacle of a number of lin-
guistic cultists who have trained themselves to speak without ever
uttering words which they regarded as ‘ corrupt ’ – not barbarisms like
“ priorize ”, “ irregardless ” and “ de-hire ”, but perfectly ordinary nuts-

13and-bolts words such as “ but ” or “ not ” and even (incredibly) “ is ”.
(I have had students, bamboozled by bizarre linguistic theories, try to
explain to me that every time one uses the word “ but ” in describing

14the behavior of another person, one has insulted that person. )
Some proposals to refor m language are grounded in good reasons;

some are not. Certain proposals – e.g. to use nonsexist pronouns and

———————

13. F r example, this sort of linguistic nonsense was occasionally peddled ino
the 1930s by some of the more extreme of the disciples of Alfred Korzybski,
founder of the school of General Semantics. General Semantics must not be
confused with the moder n science of semantics*. Indeed Korzybski himself
wrote, “ My work in General Semantics has nothing to do with the above-
mentioned disciplines [pragmatics, semantics, and logic] ” ([113], 282).

14. Counterexamples which refute the theory are easy to find. It is no insult,
but rather a compliment, to say, “ She had missed a day of work because of an
airline strike, but still managed to break all sales records for July. ”
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nonsexist descriptive ter ms or to eliminate offensive racist and ethnic
labels – have powerful ethical warrant. However, there are no
similarly good reasons – either on ethical or on any other grounds –
for eliminating such words as “ is ”, “ but ”, and “ space ”. These latter
sorts of ter ms, or equivalents, are enormously useful, being well-
suited for most contexts. It would be pointless and counterproductive
to abstain from using the word “ space ”. All of us, myself included,
will surely continue to say such perfectly intelligible and correct
things as “ There is not enough space on the shelf for this book ” or
“ There is too much space in the garden to conceal with a single
rosebush. ” My suggestion is only that, even though we use the word
“ space ” often and with propriety, we not allow ourselves to think that
the ter m designates some sort of tenuous ‘ stuff ’. When we find our-
selves lapsing into the kinds of speculations which so befuddled
Buber, and perhaps ourselves earlier, it is at that point that we should
remind ourselves that “ space ” does not function in our language like
“ water ”, that any sentence containing the word “ space ” can be para-
phrased so that talk of “ space ” drops out. (“ There ’s not enough space
on the shelf for this book ” might become, for example, “ If all the
objects on the shelf were to be shoved to the left end of the shelf, then
the distance at the right end, between the last object and the right edge
of the shelf, would be less than the width of this book. ”)

George Berkeley (1685-1753), perhaps paraphrasing Francis Ba-
con, wrote: “… we ought to ‘ think with the lear ned and speak with the
vulgar [ordinary persons] ’ ” (A Treatise Concer ning the Principles of
Human Knowledge, [27], 45-6). Although I certainly do not share the
views he was advancing in the context in which the quotation appears
(he was arguing against the reality of material objects), the maxim,
divorced from that particular application, remains good advice. The
word “ space ” is here to stay. Nonetheless, there is nothing to prevent
our adopting a refined understanding of the concept invoked by that
word. Although we persist in using the word, we can certainly adopt
the sort of conception counseled by the lear ned: by Leibniz, by Helm-
holtz, and by moder n cosmologists. W are free to abandon the inco-e
herent notion of space which would make space a kind of ‘ stuff ’, or,
even worse, a kind of ‘ curved stuff ’.

Objection 3: The idea that space exists derives not just from common
sense, or even, for that matter, from physics, but from perception.
Space is not a theoretical posit, or hypothetical entity, in the way in
which the ‘ collective unconscious ’ might be thought to be. Quite the
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contrary, space is every bit as perceivable as are physical objects. F ro
I do not see only physical objects, I can also see the space between
them. On clear moonless nights, I can look up at the sky and see the
very blackness of space itself. In short, I can see space. Since I can see
space, and since I am experiencing neither an illusion nor a delusion,
space must, then, exist.

Reply to Objection 3: It is perfectly clear what the reply must be to
this last objection. Someone holding to a neo-Leibnizian theory of
space, who thereby wishes to deny the reality of space, must counter-
argue that space is not visible. But can one reasonably do this? Is not
space visible in just the same sort of way, for example, that my hand is
visible when held up before my eyes in a well-lighted room? There
are, I think, two different sorts of cases where one might think one is
perceiving space itself, and we would do well to examine both of
them.

The first sort of case involves ordinary, daylight perception, the
kind you and I regularly experience as we look about ourselves in
well-lighted places. What do we see? T pically, all sorts of physicaly
objects – tables, chairs, pictures on the walls, carpets, human beings,
etc. (if we are indoors); buildings, trees, roads, flowers, clouds, human
beings, etc. (if we are outdoors) – lying at different distances from our
vantage point. These many things are scattered about in different
places, and often there are few if any other things occupying the
places between them. About this we can all agree, and up to this point
we give identical reports. But is there something more to be seen? Is
there, in addition to the sorts of things just mentioned, space as well?
Do we see space between the objects?

T be sure, we say such things as “ I can see space between the wallo
and the chair ” or “ I can see that there is a space between the wall and
the chair. ” But – as before – we must treat such locutions very care-
fully. If you could really (or genuinely or authentically) see space,
then you ought to be able to answer the question, “ What color is that
space? ” Immediately, you are brought up short. What color is the
space between the chair and the wall? If you try to answer that it is
colorless, then you might rightly be asked how you could possibly see
something which is colorless. In more familiar cases where we use the
ter m “ colorless ”, we can talk of seeing the colorless item, a liter of
distilled water for example, because the object refracts light (other
objects look distorted in various ways when viewed through the
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object) or because the colorless object exhibits reflections on its sur-
face. But space is supposed to be even more colorless than the most
perfectly distilled water. Locally, in our living rooms and on the street
in front of our homes, space does not refract the images of objects and
space does not boast a surface which sports reflections. Space is
thought to be non-refractive and non-reflective. If so, then it must be
perfectly invisible. What ‘ seeing space ’ amounts to, then, is looking at
the places between visible things and failing to see anything there.
‘ Seeing space ’ is not the successful seeing of something which exists,
but is instead the looking at a place and the failure to see anything
there. W do not see space; what we see – and describe in a slightlye
misleading way – are places devoid of things.

This leaves the other case which I mentioned a moment ago. Can ’t
we see space when we look up at the sky on a moonless night? Can ’t
we see the inky blackness of space itself ? “ Space is not colorless after
all; phenomenologically space is black, and can be seen, ” our critic
might object.

Often, persons who hold to the theory that space is a kind of thing
are not consciously aware that they hold two inconsistent views about
space: both that space in our living rooms is colorless and space be-
tween galaxies is black. But they cannot have it both ways. And they
must be challenged: “ W ll, which is it, colorless or black, and why thee
difference? ”

The simple answer is that it is neither. The tension between the con-
flicting answers arises out of a misbegotten concept of space. The
places between objects, where there are no other objects, are not
‘ things ’ of which one can ask, “ Are they colored or colorless? ” Empty
places are not things: they are neither colored nor colorless; they are
not black, and they are not any other color either.

“ Why, then, is the space between the chair and the table, unlike the
space between Mars and V nus, not black? ” This way of putting thee
question persists with the confusion. The ‘ space ’ between Mars and
V nus is not black. W do not see blackness between the chair and thee e
table, not because the space ‘ there ’ is some other color, but because
we can see, by looking through that place, the illuminated wall be-
yond. If space existed and were colored, then I could not see my hand
when held up a few inches from my nose: the intervening space would
block my view. The sky is black between Mars and V nus, not be-e
cause (interplanetary) ‘ space ’ is black, but rather because there is
nothing to be seen there (between the planets) and nothing (except for
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15an occasional distant star) to be seen further on, either.
When we look up at the sky on a moonless night and get an impres-

sion of black, we are not seeing a black ‘ thing ’. W are not seeinge
anything at all, and our nervous system fools us, by presenting it to
our consciousness as if it were a gigantic piece of coal. Sometimes we
get an impression of black from genuinely black physical objects, e.g.
lumps of coal and the like. But our nervous system presents (much)
the same visual impression when there is nothing there whatsoever.
W must take care not to think that if there is a visual impression ofe
black, then there is something there which is black.

The ancients used to think that the (night) sky was the interior of a
hollow black globe and the stars were tiny holes in that globe through
which light shone. W should not want to replace that defective notione
with one which would substitute for the black globe an infinite, tenu-
ous, subtle ‘ container ’, either black or colorless. Physical things exist,

———————

15. From a phenomenological point of view, i.e. from the point of view of
the sensory quality of the experience rather than the physics of its cause, we
should realize that black is a color, on an equal footing with red, blue, yellow,
etc. The often-heard slogan “ black is not a color ” is an article of physics, not
of the phenomenology of sense perception. Black happens to be the color we
perceive within our visual fields in those areas which are negligibly illumi-
nated. It is possible, of course, to imagine that such minimally illuminated
areas might have been perceived as red or yellow, or some other color. That
we perceive such areas as black just happens to be a product of the way we
are wired.

It is not surprising, then, that when at first robbed of illumination, our
visual sense offers up to us a visual field which is black. But, as we know,
after a while, the blackness ‘ fades ’ from our consciousness. When seated in a
darkened room for several minutes, most of us become oblivious to the black
visual field in just the way that we become oblivious to the kinesthetic sensa-
tions of our body pressing against our chair. W come gradually not to seee
anything: there is no color sensation at all, not even of blackness.

What is it like to be bor n blind? Is it to experience an infinite, black fea-
tureless visual field? I think not. I sometimes try to imagine blindness by
moving my hand from clear view in front of my face around to the back of
my head. At no point does my hand enter ‘ the inky blackness ’. It simply
disappears from view. That is what, I imagine, it must be like to be blind: just
what it is like for me not to be able to see something positioned directly
behind my head. I am, like everybody, blind in that direction. T be com-o
pletely blind is to be unseeing, not as we all are in some directions, but to be
unseeing in all directions. It is not to perceive an inky blackness.
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and because there are physical things, and only because there are
physical things, there are also places. There is no need to posit an
antecedently and independently existing physical space, a container,
as it were, in which to imbed these physical objects. Neither physics
nor our logic requires such a posit. Indeed, the very idea itself is, ulti-
mately, internally incoherent.

8.4 Interlude: The expression “ x does not exist ”

Doubtless one of the things which bemuses, indeed even baffles, per-
sons new to philosophy is metaphysicians ’ proclivity to pronounce of
all sorts of things which non-philosophers regard as relatively familiar
that they are, in the end, nonexistent. Metaphysicians have often been
known to deny the very existence of such (seemingly) obvious things
as space, time, minds, material objects, superegos, evil, miracles,
causes, physical laws, free will, and objective truth. Sometimes their
negative pronouncements have the result of inducing great curiosity in
their hearers, but sometimes the effect is entirely opposite to that
intended, inducing, instead, great impatience, even outright alienation.
The audience for such claims may find themselves initially protesting:
“ But surely that cannot be right. It is patently obvious that such a
thing really does exist. ” Such persons may come to regard metaphys-
ics as the wholesale rejection of common sense.

Generally metaphysicians know very well that in denying the exist-
ence of certain things we are bucking common sense. Metaphysicians
are not a species apart. Virtually all of us grow up among the very per-
sons to whom we direct our writings and speak (more or less) the
same language as the proverbial ‘ man in the street ’. What explains our
talk about “ x does not really exist ” is our indulging in a kind of
literary license, a minor – but possibly potentially misleading – piece
of professional hyperbole. Usually such locutions are meant as atten-
tion-getters, as a means of highlighting dramatically and forcefully the
focus of our concer ns. In most cases (but certainly not quite all), the
metaphysician who writes “ x does not exist ” may be found to be
advancing a rather more complicated theory, viz. “x does not exist, if
by ‘ x ’ one means ‘ y ’; and while y does not exist, something else, viz.
z does; and taking the latter to be what is denoted by ‘ x ’ is a better
theory.” Put less formally, generally what is involved in the metaphys-
ician ’s denying that x exists is really the offering of an alter native
theory, to be substituted in place of the prevailing, and allegedly
defective, theory about the nature of x.
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In denying, as I have just done in the previous section, that space
exists, I did not stop simply with making that denial. What was
involved in denying that space exists was the elaboration that what
was being challenged was a particular concept of space, a concept
which would portray space as being itself something like a spatial
object. And it is that particular concept, I argued, which is incoherent
and in need of replacement. What was not being challenged, indeed
what was being insisted upon, is most of what occurs in the ordinary
concept, e.g. that there are physical objects, that they are strewn about
the universe in different places at varying, and indeed measurable, dis-
tances, and that physics can tell us a very great deal about how
material objects can interact gravitationally and can tell us the geome-
try of the path of radiation in the vicinity of massive bodies. In deny-
ing that space exists, not only was none of this latter denied, it was
positively insisted upon. The claim that space does not exist is my
(and several other philosophers ’) way of calling attention to the fact
that space conceived after the fashion of a quasi-physical object is an
untenable notion.

And thus it goes. T pically when metaphysicians deny that some-y
thing exists, we do not just leave it at that. What we are in fact doing
is offering an alter native theory; we are trying to show that there is
something defective in the ordinary notion and are offering a repair.
Only rarely, if ever, do we suggest that a concept should be discarded
without being replaced by anything at all.

In the following section, we will, for the first and only time in this
book, encounter a theory, McT ggart ’s theory of time, which is of thea
latter sort. McT ggart argued that neither of the two principal theoriesa
of time is tenable, and that time does not exist. Few other metaphysi-
cians are disposed to accept his arguments.

8.5 P sitive and negative theories of timeo

Just as there are two major theories of space – the ‘ container ’ theory
and the relational (or Leibnizian) theory – there are two major theories
of time. Indeed, I regard it as one of the most important successes of
moder n metaphysics to have discovered just how much similarity
there is, in their formal aspects, between space and time. (W wille
devote sections 8.7 through 8.10 to the topic of spatial and temporal
analogies.)

There is a certain problem in what we are to call each of these theo-
ries. The first is sometimes called the “ absolute ”, “ dynamic ”, “ Augus-
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tinian ”, or, simply, the “ A-theory ”. The latter name, “ A-theory ”, does
not stand either for “ absolute ” or for “ Augustinian ”, but derives from
J.M.E. McT ggart (1866-1925), who distinguished two sets of tem-a
poral ter ms, one he designated the “ A-series ” and the other, the
“  B-series ”. The second, opposing, theory is sometimes known as the
“ relative ”, “ static ”, or “ B-theory ” of time.

In its way, the Augustinian theory of time is the temporal analog of
the ‘ container theory ’ of space and, not surprisingly, it prompted in
Augustine himself much the same sort of bewilderment that we have
already seen in Buber: “ Time … is never all present at once. The past
is always driven on by the future, the future always follows on the
heels of the past, and both the past and the future have their beginning
and their end in the eternal present ” ([15], §11). Hardly are these
words down on paper than Augustine has second thoughts and
retracts, or contradicts, what he has just said about the present being
‘ eternal ’: “ Of these three divisions of time … how can two, the past
and the future, be, when the past no longer is and the future is not yet?
As for the present, if it were always present and never moved on to
become the past, it would not be time but eternity ” (§14). But this is
only the start of his problems. F r now he goes on to write:o

If the future and past do exist, I want to know what they are. I
may not yet be capable of such knowledge, but at least I know
that wherever they are, they are not there as future or past, but
as present. F r if, wherever they are, they are future, they doo
not yet exist; if past, they no longer exist. So wherever they are
and whatever they are, it is only by being present that they are.
(§18)

… it is abundantly clear that neither the future nor the past
exist, and therefore it is not strictly correct to say that there are
three times, past, present, and future. It might be correct to say
that there are three times, a present of past things, a present of
present things, and a present of future things. Some such differ-
ent times do exist in the mind, but nowhere else that I can see.
(§20)

What Augustine is finally driven to, we see, is a ‘ psychological ’
theory of time: the past and the future exist (mysteriously) ‘ in the
mind ’, but not in objective reality. Any such theory must immediately
face the problem how it is possible to measure time. This would be an
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especially acute problem in moder n physics where it is commonplace,
using exquisitely crafted instruments, to resolve time intervals into
million-millionths of seconds. Such remarkable precision seems or-
ders of magnitude beyond what any of us is capable of by psychologi-
cal reckoning. But even in the far cruder physics of the fourth century
A D, a psychological theory of time faced a hopeless uphill battle.
Augustine ’s claim – “ It is in my own mind, then, that I measure time.
I must not allow my mind to insist that time is something objective ”
(§27) – is a virtual non-starter when it comes to explaining several
persons ’ common measurements of time. Augustine would have us
believe that memories and expectations are the actual objects of our
temporal measurements: “ … it is not future time that is long, but a
long future is a long expectation of the future; and past time is not
long, because it does not exist, but a long past is a long remembrance
of the past ” (§28). Memories of the past and expectations of the future
are no substitute for actual physical measurements of temporal inter-
vals as they occur. My memory of my son ’s birthday celebration, for
example, may last only a fleeting moment, although the celebration
may have gone on for hours. Presently held memories and expecta-
tions simply do not have the temporal extents of the events remem-
bered or expected and cannot be used as their proxies in our trying to
determine their durations.

How can we summarize the core of Augustine ’s theory? Augustine,
himself, provides a useful characterization: “ [Time] can only be com-
ing from the future, passing through the present, and going into the
past. In other words, it is coming out of what does not yet exist, pass-
ing through what has no duration, and moving into what no longer
exists ” (§21). Y u can see here why Augustine ’s theory has some-o
times been called the “ dynamic ” theory. He posits, not things or
events evolving through time, but time itself as moving from the
future, through the present, to the past. And you can also see why one
might regard such a theory as the temporal analog of the spatial theory
which regards space as a ‘ container ’. F r just as the absolute theory ofo
space treats space itself (as we have seen) as a quasi-spatial thing,
Augustine ’s theory of time treats time itself as a quasi-temporal thing,
i.e. as a sort of thing which “ passes ” and “ moves ”. And you can see,
too, why Augustine ’s is sometimes regarded as a ‘ positive ’ theory of
time: because it asserts that there is more to time than just events
standing in temporal relations. It may be contrasted with so-called
‘ negative ’ theories which assert that there is nothing more to time than
events standing in temporal relationships.
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Augustine, to be sure, is not wholly happy with his own theory, and
seems constantly to be troubling himself with peculiar questions –
ones which arise naturally for a positive theory – such as “ While we
are measuring it, where is it coming from, what is it passing through,
and where is it going? ” (§21). But where Buber was driven to despair,
Augustine – cleric that he was – was driven to prayer. Throughout his
chapter on time, Augustine beseeches God for divine illumination on
these mysteries.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, McT ggart may be founda
to be promoting arguments virtually identical to Augustine ’s. But
where Augustine confessed his bewilderment at the results of his own
researches and seemed distressed by them, McT ggart unabashedlya
concludes that time is, in his words, “ unreal ”.

It may seem strange that I will take McT ggart to task for this lattera
conclusion. After all, have I not just finished a moment ago, in this
very chapter, a lengthy argument to the effect that space is nonexist-
ent? Why should I be sanguine about my own denial that space exists,
and then take exception to McT ggart ’s claim that time does not exist?a

There is an important distinction between the sort of theory about
space which I have just advanced and the sort of theory about time
which McT ggart advances. In denying that space exists, I tried toa
explain that what that short proposition was to be understood to be
asserting was that there is nothing in Nature like what is described by
the theory of absolute space. I was denying one particular theory of
space, only to be offering what I take to be a better theory, that of rela-
tive space, in its stead. And what makes the foregoing enterprise so
different from McT ggart ’s theory of time is that McT ggart, in argu-a a
ing for the unreality of time, is not offering a theory of relative time to
replace or supersede a theory of absolute time, but is arguing against
the viability of either theory. McT ggart is not saying, “ Time does nota
exist, if you mean by ‘ time ’ y ”; he is saying, “ Time does not exist,

16period. ”
McT ggart begins by directing attention to two different ways wea

———————

16. A certain qualification is in order. In the latter half of The Nature of
Existence ([130]), McT ggart makes a concerted effort to explain how, ifa
time does not exist, then there is at least the appearance of time. So while it
is strictly correct to say that McT ggart argues that time does not exist, he ata
least tries to preserve something of our ordinary account, viz., if not the actu-
ality, then at least the appearance, of temporality.
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commonly refer to positions in time. Right at the outset, he qualifies
his introduction to this topic by writing “ as time appears to us prima
facie ”. He can hardly begin by saying that time is one way or another,
for he is setting out to prove that time does not exist. Hence he talks of
the “ appearance ” of time, so as not to admit that time does in fact
exist: “P sitions in time, as time appears to us prima facie, are distin-o
guished in two ways. Each position is Earlier than some and Later
than some of the other positions. … In the second place, each position

17is either P st, Present, or Future. The distinctions of the for mer classa
are permanent, while those of the latter are not. If M [some event] is
ever earlier than N [some other event], it is always earlier. But an
event, which is now present, was future, and will be past” ([130],
§305).

The latter of these series, McT ggart calls the “ A-series ”, thea
for mer, the “ B-series ”: “ F r the sake of brevity I shall give the nameo
of the A series to that series of positions which runs from the far past
through the near past to the present, and then from the present through
the near future to the far future, or conversely. The series of positions
which runs from earlier to later, or conversely, I shall call the B
series ” ([130], §306).

McT ggart then proceeds to argue that it is the A-series which isa
metaphysically more fundamental, for it is the A-series alone which
can account for change, not the B-series. The B-series is, in a certain
sense, static: it cannot account for an event ’s changing from having
been future, to becoming present, and, finally, becoming past.

T ke any event – the death of Queen Anne, for example – anda
consider what changes can take place in its characteristics. That
it is a death, that it is the death of Anne Stuart, that it has such
causes, that it has such effects – every characteristic of this sort

———————

17. Later, in a footnote to §329, McT ggart qualifies these statements a bit.a
On the supposition that there is a first moment of time, then there is no
moment Earlier than that moment and there is nothing P st to that moment.a
Similarly, if there is a last moment of time, there is nothing Later than that
moment, nor is there anything Future to that moment. So when he writes that
each “ position is Earlier than … some other position ”, etc., he wants to be
understood as making this claim for all positions in time except for the first
and last moments, if such exist at all. This minor correction is inessential for
his ensuing arguments.
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never changes. … At the last moment of time – if time has a
last moment – it will still be the death of a Queen. And in every
respect but one, it is equally devoid of change. But in one
respect it does change. It was once an event in the far future. It
became every moment an event in the nearer future. At last it
was present. Then it became past, and will always remain past,
though every moment it becomes further and further past.

Such characteristics as these are the only characteristics
which can change. And, therefore, if there is any change, it
must be looked for in the A series, and in the A series alone. If
there is no real A series, there is no real change. The B series,
therefore, is not by itself sufficient to constitute time, since time
involves change. ([130], §311)

Notice how McT ggart ’s account of time is reminiscent of Augus-a
tine ’s: the future ‘ changes ’ into the present, and the present ‘ changes ’
into the past. Once an event is past, then it ‘ recedes ’ further and fur-
ther from the present. According to this account, it is time itsel f , or
positions in time, which undergo change.

V rious critics have strenuously objected to this account, since ita
seems to temporalize time itself. Time itself seems to be moving
through time: the future ‘ becomes ’ the present, and the present ‘ be-
comes ’ the past. The picture seems to presuppose a kind of super-
time, against which the flow of ‘ ordinary ’ time might be measured.
Needless to say, many philosophers have attempted to create theories
of time in which such an awkward, and probably unintelligible, notion
is not introduced at all. In chapter 11, we will examine a totally differ-
ent sort of theory, one in which time itself does not change, but it is
objects, or things, which change in time. (McT ggart, in §315, explic-a
itly rejects this alter native theory.) But this is to get ahead of our-
selves. F r the moment, we must see what McT ggart concludes fromo a
his argument that the A-series is metaphysically more fundamental
than the B-series.

He continues by arguing that time itself can exist only if there is
something in reality which has the properties of the A-series. That is,
he argues that time is real only if there are events which are future,
become present, and recede into the past. But there can be no such
events. F r nothing whatever can have these properties since they are,o
as he attempts to show, logically inconsistent with one another, and no
real (existent) thing can have logically inconsistent properties. Just as
a five-sided square would have logically inconsistent properties and
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hence could not possibly exist, McT ggart tries to demonstrate that aa
time which was future, became present, and receded into the past
would have logically inconsistent properties and hence could not pos-
sibly exist:

P st, present and future are incompatible determinations. Everya
event must be one or the other, but no event can be more than
one. … But every event [except the first and the last, if there
are first and last events] has them all. If M is past, it has been
present and future. If it is future, it will be present and past.
Thus all three characteristics belong to each event. ([130],
§329)

In short, every event has incompatible determinations: it is past,
present, and future. The case is analogous to a figure having exactly
four and having exactly five sides. The characteristics are incom-
patible, and no such figure could possibly exist.

McT ggart anticipates the obvious objection that he has neglecteda
the tenses of the various verbs.

It may seem that this [claim that there is an incompatibility of
determinations] can easily be explained [i.e. exposed to be an
error]. Indeed, it has been impossible to state the difficulty
without almost giving the explanation, since our language has
verb-for ms for the past, present and future, but no for m that is
common to all three. It is never true, the answer will run, that M
is present, past and future. It is present, will be past, and has
been future. Or it is past, and has been future and present, or
again is future, and will be present and past. The characteristics
are only incompatible when they are simultaneous, and there is
no contradiction to this in the fact that each ter m has all of them
successively. ([130], §330)

But McT ggart has raised this objection only, in tur n, to dispute it.a
His ensuing counterobjection, i.e. his defense of his theory, lies in his
asserting that every moment of time “ is both past, present, and future ”
([130], §331). As I reconstruct his rebuttal (§331), it seems to me to
be something of the following sort. Consider the present moment: it is
of course present; but equally, if we were to pick a past moment, then
the present moment is future; and equally, if we were to pick a future
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moment, then the present moment is past. Thus, the present moment is
not only present, but past and future as well.

This reply in defense of his theory strikes me as wrongheaded in the
extreme. It strikes me as analogous to, and as unacceptable as, the fol-
lowing argument (where Carol plays the role of Future, Betty of
Present, and Alice of P st).a

Carol is taller than Betty, who in tur n is taller than Alice. F cuso
your attention on Betty. Now, pick someone who is shorter
than Betty, e.g. Alice. Compared to Alice, Betty is tall. Now
pick someone who is taller than Betty, e.g. Carol. Compared to
Carol, Betty is short. Betty is thus both short and tall. But being
short and being tall are incompatible determinations. Thus
Betty could not possibly exist.

I suggest that McT ggart has made the equivalent error. That any mo-a
ment of time may be present, and equally may – relative to some other
moments of time – be future, and equally may – relative to still other
moments of time – be past, does nothing to show that any moment of
time is both past, present, and future. No more than does your being
taller than some persons and shorter than still others establish that you
are both tall and short. One need not, then, conclude – as did McT g-a
gart – that time is self-contradictory, and hence, that its very existence
is logically impossible.

McT ggart ’s theory of time, which virtually all commentators havea
subsequently found curious, unorthodox, and – in the end – quite
unacceptable, was not just an isolated or insignificant fragment of his
philosophizing. It stemmed in large measure from his inability to
shake off the Augustinian concept of time, in which time was con-
ceived as something ‘ moving ’ from the future, through the present,
and into the past. McT ggart marked the culmination, if not quite thea
end, of a long era of conceiving of time in this familiar, even though
confused, manner. The moder n approach is, in a way, the very antith-
esis of McT ggart ’s.a

McT ggart ’s theory, like Augustine ’s, was a positive theory: ita
argued that there was something more to time than merely events
standing in temporal relations. (Other writers have called this addi-
tional feature ‘ becoming ’, and argued that becoming could not be
accounted for within a negative theory, e.g. within a bare B-series.)
Negative theorists propose, in contrast, that temporal relations can be
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treated analogously to spatial relations and that adequate theories of
time can be constructed by regarding time as nothing over and above
the temporal relations events have to one another.

What is currently regarded as being needed, both for metaphysics
and for science, is a theory of time which is free of internal inconsis-
tency and which is able to accommodate a variety of facts: (1) that
temporal events for m a series, i.e. that events may be earlier than, si-
multaneous with, or later than other events; (2) that there is a present,
a future, and a past; (3) that things change, evolve, grow, degenerate,
etc.; and (4) that temporal relations – as attested to by the fact that
they can be measured by scientific instruments with accuracies far
beyond what are psychologically possible – are not ‘ just in the mind ’,
but are objective facts of Nature.

8.6 The generalized concept of space

Descartes and a number of subsequent philosophers, e.g. Locke, have
argued that it is of the essence of material objects to be extended in
space, i.e. to ‘ take up room ’ as we might say more colloquially. Des-
cartes wrote: “ … nothing whatever belongs to the concept of body
[i.e. material object] except the fact that it is something which has
length, breadth and depth and is capable of various shapes and mo-
tions ” (Replies to the Sixth Set of Objections in [55], vol. I I, 297).
Nothing is a material object, we are inclined to assert, if it is not
‘ extended ’ in these three dimensions. Shadows cast by our bodies and
images projected on movie screens, while extended in two spatial
dimensions, specifically, while having width and height, lack the third
spatial dimension, viz. depth, and are thus not accorded the status of
materiality, are not, that is, regarded as being material objects.

Being extended in three dimensions is not, however, a sufficient
condition for being a physical object. It is merely a necessary condi-
tion. Reflections in mirrors are three dimensional; so are well-crafted
projected holographic images. And yet neither reflections in mirrors
nor projected holographic images are material objects. Clearly some-
thing more, besides being extended in three spatial dimensions, is
required for something to count as being a bona fide material object.

What is the difference between – let us use as our example – a real
(physical or material) chair and its reflection, both of which are
extended in three dimensions? The crucial difference is that although
the real chair and its reflection in a mirror are both visible, only the
former is tangible. Put another way, we can say that although both the
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real chair and its reflection exist in visual space, only the real chair,
not its reflection, exists in tactile space. There are in this example two
conceptually distinct spaces: that of sight and that of touch. There are,
to be sure, remarkable correlations between the two, but the two
spaces remain, nonetheless, conceptually distinct. Indeed each and
every sensory mode may be regarded as giving us access to a ‘ space ’:

18there is the space of sight; of touch; of hearing; of temperature; etc.
Whatever correlations there are in the data across sensory spaces

(visual-auditory; visual-tactile; etc.) are both contingent and knowable
only by experience (i.e. knowable only a posteriori*). As infants we
had to lear n by trial and error the connection between the visual and

19the tactile. W had to lear n that if something felt a certain way, thene
it would (probably) look a certain way, and that if something looked a
certain way, then it would (probably) feel a certain way. P rsons bor ne
blind who, by surgery, have acquired sight as adults find that it takes
them some months before they are able, using their eyes, to recognize

20objects which are perfectly familiar to their hands. As adults, they
have had to lear n over a period of months, as the rest of us did as

———————

18. “ Older babies live more and more in a world in which the infor mation
from the senses is separated into a visual world [i.e. a visual space], an
auditory world [space], and a tactual world [space] ” ([32], 47).

19. One of the most surprising findings of experimental psychology is that
newbor ns, in contrast to six-month-old infants, have an ability to reach
directly for objects in their visual and auditory fields. Even blind newbor ns
“ stare at their hands, tracking them with their unseeing eyes ” ([32], 69). But
these sorts of innate abilities, strangely, seem to fade as the child grows
during the first year, and come to be replaced in the second half-year after
birth by lear ned hand movements guided initially by eye, and later, kines-
thetically. These totally unexpected findings provide a good object lesson
against trying to do science in an a priori manner. Once again, we see how
the world often frustrates our naive anticipations of its manner of working.

20. In 1693, William Molyneux (1656-98) wrote to John Locke posing the
following question (which has since come to be known as “ Molyneux ’s prob-
lem ”): “ Suppose a man bor n blind, and now adult, and taught by his touch to
distinguish between a cube and a sphere. … Suppose then the cube and
sphere placed on a table, and the blind man made to see. … [I pose the fol-
lowing question:] whether by his sight, before he touched them, he could now
distinguish and tell which is the globe, which the cube? ” ([124], book I I,
chap. I X, §8). Molyneux and Locke both agreed the newly sighted adult
would not be able immediately to make the connection between his visual
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infants, how to map the data of the visual and the tactile sensory
modes back and forth.

In talking and writing uncritically of space, we habitually overlook
the differences between visual space and tactile space. But occasional
exceptions remind us that there really is not just a theoretical differ-
ence between these two spaces, but a real one. P rsons bor n blinde
have no experience of the features of visual space. But they can detect
the features of tactile space. They can tell, by feeling physical things,
what their shapes are, how large they are, whether they are rough or
smooth, hard or soft, and where they are positioned in relation to other

21physical objects. F r the sighted, shadows and holographic imageso
occur in visual space but not in tactile space. And for all of us –
sighted and sightless alike – there is at least the logical possibility, as
is so often featured in fiction, of invisible objects: things which are
detectable tactilely but not visually.

Nonetheless, in spite of the real differences between visual and tac-
tile space, there is – for the normally sighted among us – such a good
mapping between the contents of these two spaces that we tend naive-
ly to regard these two spaces as one, real, unified, objective public
space. W operate with the assumption that if something appears ine
visual space, then it occurs in tactile space as well, and conversely.

But it must be understood that this assumption of a single, unified
space of sight and touch, handy as it is, is warranted by contingent
facts about this particular possible world. It is not especially difficult
to imagine how those facts could be otherwise. With a little ingenuity,
we can invent possible-worlds tales in which the enormously useful
correlation we find between the visual and tactile in this world simply
does not exist. W can describe possible worlds in which your visuale
data bear little if any detectable correlation with the data furnished by
your tactile senses. W can imagine a world, for example, where youre
hands infor m you that you are feeling a teakettle in the cupboard
beside the stove, but where your eyes, at that very moment, tell you
that you are looking at a distant catamaran hauled up onto the sand of

———————

and tactile data. Their scientific instincts were to prove correct. Moder n em-
pirical research has confir med their prediction (see, e.g. [218], 204, and [83]).

21. They can also tell, with their fingers, whether something is hot or cold.
But the temperature of things is not usually considered to be a tactile prop-
erty, even though the nerve endings which are sensitive to temperature are
located within our skins alongside our organs of touch.
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a windswept beach. Such a tale is merely an extension of the sorts of
stories which are actually true of our visual and auditory senses. I am
now looking through an open window and can see rain falling outside.
At the same time, I am also hearing Beethoven ’s Archduke Trio (there
is a recording playing in the adjoining room). I – like you – have no
difficulty living simultaneously in the two, often disparate, sensory
spaces of sight and sound. The correlation between the two is often
exceedingly poor. And from such an example, we can see how it
could be (i.e. how it is logically possible) that the correlation between
the visual and the tactile might be equally poor.

The things we standardly regard as being material objects typically
exist in (at least) two sensory spaces: the visual and the tactile. Is one
of these two spaces more fundamental in our attributing materiality to
a thing? W uld we be inclined to attribute materiality to somethingo
which was visible but not (even in principle) tangible? W uld we beo
inclined to attribute materiality to something tangible but which was
invisible? I think the answer is fairly clear. ‘ Merely visible ’ things,
e.g. shadows, reflections in mirrors, projected holographic images, are

22standardly regarded as nonphysical. In contrast, were we to find a re-
gion of space where our hands, sonar, etc. told us there was an object,
but where our eyes were unable to detect anything, we would come,
especially if the same results were obtained by other persons as well,
to regard that place as being occupied by an invisible physical object.

Granted, I may be misjudging the pre-analytic inclinations of other
persons. I am, to be sure, depending heavily on assessments of how I
actually use the concept of material object in typical cases and of how
I would use that concept in unusual cases. I am assuming, as a speaker
and writer of a commonly shared language and of a more-or-less com-
monly shared conceptual scheme, that my own use is fairly typical and
that my own leanings in this matter are reasonably representative of

———————

22. The list of my examples may be contested. Some writers place reflections
in mirrors in a different category than shadows and holograms. They argue
that in viewing a reflection in a mirror, e.g. of a chair, one is seeing a material
object, viz. the chair, only one is seeing it in a somewhat misleading way, i.e.
as if it were in a place where it is not in fact. Nothing I am saying depends on
how we choose to describe reflections in mirrors. Reflected images are
merely presented as a putative example of intangible visual data. If reflec-
tions are not to be accorded this status, then – for the purposes of illustration
– there are others: holograms and afterimages might serve nicely.
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those of most other persons. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that
I have diagnosed correctly both my own and other persons ’ weight-
ing of the various criteria for invoking the concept of material object :
that most of us, if it came to having to choose between the tactile
and the visual as being more fundamental to the concept of mater-
iality, would choose the for mer. If this is in fact true, might there
be any explanation for it? Or, is it purely arbitrary which way we
choose?

I think it is not. I think there is a profound reason why we regard
the tactile as the more fundamental. And this reason has to do, once
again, with the particular way this world is constructed. In some other
possible worlds, the conscious creatures therein might, given the way
their worlds are constructed, have good reason to regard the visual as
more fundamental than the tactile.

I have in mind such facts as the following. Visual buses speeding
toward oneself, e.g. images on movie screens, do not (with rare excep-
tion, viz. for the fainthearted) injure or kill us; tactile buses do maim
and kill. If you lived in a world whose visual images were like those
of this world, and whose tactile images were like those of this world,
but whose visual and tactile images bore no correlation one to another,
then you would quickly have to lear n to act in accord with the tactile
data if you were to survive in that world and to disregard, save for its
entertainment value, the visual data. In this world, tactile knives cut
our flesh and cause pain; visual knives do not. T ctile water slakes oura
thirst; visual water does not. T ctile heaters war m our homes; visuala
ones do not.

All of the immediately foregoing data are contingent. The reported
facts, e.g. about the respective dangers of visual and of tactile buses,
hold for this particular possible world (and for some others), but not
for all. W can imagine possible worlds where precisely the oppositee
would hold true: where visual buses, but not tactile ones, could kill;
where visual water slaked thirst, but not tactile water; etc. In these lat-
ter worlds, you would be well-advised to ignore what your fingers and
hands were telling you and to pay close attention to what your eyes
revealed.

It is a matter of course to believe uncritically that the data furnished
by our eyes and by our fingers must coincide, that there is a single,
unified world external to our skins, and that we have access to that
unified world through several sensory modes. But to the extent that
this is true, it is not true of logical necessity, it is true sheerly as a mat-
ter of contingency. The world did not have to be of this remarkably
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convenient sort; it did not have to accommodate itself so handily to
our several sensory modes so as to allow shared access by sight, by
touch, and (to a lesser degree) by hearing and smell. W can readilye
describe worlds in which such redundancy is not the order of the day,
indeed in which such redundancy does not exist at all. W take soe
much for granted. W casually and naively assume that our sight ande
our touch must reveal pretty much the same data about the world. But
the truth is that there is no necessity in this happy fact at all. The
world could have been vastly different. That it is this way, and not far
less congenial, is really quite dumbfounding and wholly without natu-

23ral explanation.
It is not only the coincidence of the visual and the tactile which is

remarkable in our pre-analytic concept of physical bodies. It seems
not to have occurred to Descartes at all that it might be possible for a
physical object to have fewer or more spatial dimensions than three.
But by the end of the nineteenth century the idea was being actively
explored. In 1884, Edwin Abbott (1838-1926) published an entertain-
ing, and at the same time uncommonly ingenious, book Flatland ([1])
describing a possible world in which physical objects are two-dimen-
sional. The theme has been taken up again, and much expanded, in

24Alexander Dewdney ’s recent (1984) book, The Planiverse ([56]).

———————

23. One might think that the coincidence of our visual and tactile senses is
no coincidence at all, that it can be explained as a product of evolution. But to
argue in that fashion would be to miss the point. F r it even to be possible foro
evolution to throw up visual and tactile senses which furnish correlative data,
there must antecedently be correlative features in objects which can be
accessed by different sensory modes. It is the very existence of such correla-
tive features, even before evolution comes into play, that is the source of the
marvel of this particular world.

24. Stephen Hawking, in A Brief History of Time, argues against the pos-
sibility of there being two-dimensional creatures: “ If there were a passage
[alimentary canal] right through its body, it would divide the creature into
two separate halves; our two-dimensional being would fall apart … Similarly,
it is difficult to see how there could be any circulation of the blood in a two-
dimensional creature ” ([87], 164). Neither of these arguments is particularly
effective.

Some paths through two-dimensional entities do allow for the separation
of the two regions, e.g. a cut with scissors straight across a piece of
cardboard. But other paths, even though they create two (topologically)
unconnected regions, do not allow for the separation of those two regions in a
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Once one begins to speculate how different from this another world
might be, and thus begins to realize the countless number of ways this
world might have been less congenial and the countless number of
ways it might have been more, the sheer contingency of our world
looms as the most baffling, and in principle the most inexplicable,
datum in all of Nature. Anyone who minimizes this aspect of meta-
physics has depreciated its essence.

8.7 Extension in time

In seventeenth-century physics, there was a quaint expression,
“ punctifor m mass ” (sometimes “ punctual mass ”), which derived from
the Latin “ punctum ”, for “ point ”. A punctifor m mass was, thus, a
mass (i.e. a physical body) which existed entirely ‘ at a single point ’; it
was, that is, a zero-dimensional body. The notion of a punctifor m
mass was invented because it provided a convenient means of solving
certain, otherwise intractable, problems posed by the then-current state
of physics (footnote 10, p. 52). Even so, in spite of its usefulness in
computations, physicists who adopted the concept did so reluctantly
and hastened to point out that it was to be regarded as nothing more
than a convenient fiction. No real body was conceived to exist only at
one point: it was, they all insisted, in the very nature of physical
bodies to be extended in space.

With the hindsight of moder n developments, both in physics and
in philosophy, we perceive a curious imbalance in such earlier pro-
nouncements. F r if it is in the nature of physical bodies to be ex-o

———————

two-dimensional space, e.g. recall jigsaw puzzles. The pieces of assembled
jigsaw puzzles, although distinct from one another, move about together
because they are interlocked. One can gently tug sideways on the cor ner of
such a puzzle, and all the interlocked pieces will move laterally together. To
disassemble such a puzzle (without destroying it), you must lift the pieces,
one by one, up out of the plane of the puzzle, i.e. into the third dimension.
But so long as you confine movement to a two-dimensional space, the
assembled puzzle remains intact. In short, a simple way for a two-dimen-
sional being to hold together, even though traversed by a canal, is that the
canal separating the parts be (roughly) Omega(Ω)-shaped. And Hawking ’s
argument about the circulation of blood is no better. One easy way around the
difficulty is to posit separate, self-contained circulatory systems in each
‘ segment ’ of the creature. Another way is to posit a creature (like countless
primitive organisms on Earth) which have no circulatory systems at all.
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tended in space, then surely it must also be in their nature to be
extended in time. An instantaneous object, one that exists solely for an
instant of time, i.e. does not endure for any fraction, however small, of
a second, is no physical object at all. Even the most ephemeral sub-
atomic particles of moder n nuclear physics, particles which might
have an entire lifetime of no more than one trillion-trillionth of a
second, at least have some finite temporal duration. But truly instan-
taneous ‘ things ’ cannot be regarded as having real existence.

If one is going to opt for the theory that it is of the very nature of
physical bodies to be extended in space, then by parallel reasoning (or
by invoking analogous intuitions) one similarly ought to propose that

25it is of the very nature of physical bodies to be extended in time.
There are perhaps many psychological theories why we human beings
have tended to regard space as more ‘ real ’ than time and to conceive
of physical objects necessarily being extended in space but overlook-

———————

25. At the risk of confusing you, let me mention that time is a kind of
‘ space ’. In just the way we saw in the previous section that things may be
ordered in a tactile space, or in an auditory space (some ‘ things ’ are heard to
be near, others far; some soft, others loud; some low-, others high-pitched;
etc.), things may also be ordered in time. Time is a one-dimensional space.
(Recall McT ggart ’s B-series.) Unfortunately, the potential for confusinga
matters is so great in talking of time as being a kind of ‘ space ’, that, having
now made the point, I will drop it. I certainly do not wish to be thought to be
arguing that time is the ‘ fourth ’ dimension in the set {length, height, depth}.
F r too much nonsense of this latter sort has already been promoted, since itsa
inception, by misrepresentations and crude caricatures of relativity theory,
and I have no wish to contribute further to it. The only point is that we can
talk both of the general concept of a space (e.g. tactile, auditory, olfactory
spaces) and of the space of length, height, and depth. It is just a sorry fact of
English that the identical word “ space ” is used both for the generalized con-
cept and for a specific instance of that concept. It is almost as if we used the
generalized word “ figure ” for both shapes in general and for some specific
shape, e.g. squareness.

Some writers use the ter m “ space ” in an even broader sense than that
adopted in this book. F r example, in their discussion of persons searchingo
for an explanation how a certain programmable electromechanical device
works, Dunbar and Klahr ([61]) describe their subjects as ‘ searching the
hypothesis space ’ and ‘ exploring the experiment space ’. Their appeal to a
‘ space ’ in this latter context – rather than to merely a collection or set – is apt
to the degree that the contents (hypotheses and experiments, respectively) of
the ‘ spaces ’ referred to are capable of being ordered.
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ing that they are equally necessarily extended in time. Whatever the
psychological explanation may be, it is irrelevant for our purposes. It
suffices simply to call attention to our historical conceptual lopsided-
ness about this issue.

Some persons will try to explain the felt difference in our naive atti-
tudes toward space and time in this way: “ Look at any physical object
you like. The pencil in your hand will do as an example. Its entire spa-
tial extent is given in your perception; you can see the whole spatial
extent of the thing. But you cannot similarly see its entire temporal
extent. Y u see only a brief segment of its total extent in time. Theo
entire spatial extent is present at once, but not its temporal extent. ” As
intuitively appealing as such a line of argumentation may be, it is
curiously circular. In a way, it presupposes the very thing that needs
explaining.

What does it mean to say that the entire spatial extent of the pencil
is given in your perception? In looking at the pencil today, we certain-
ly do not perceive what spatial extent that pencil may have had
yesterday or may come to have tomorrow. The pencil may have been
somewhat longer yesterday (it may have been sharpened and hence
shortened last night); similarly it may be shorter again tomorrow. In
seeing its so-called entire spatial extent we are seeing only what spa-
tial extent it has now. In looking at the pencil now, what we see is one
‘ snapshot ’, if you will, in the entire ‘ lifetime ’ of that pencil. The entire
lifetime is composed of a continuous series of snapshots. If a physical
object ever in its lifetime changes in size or shape, then at no moment
of observation can we ever see ‘ the entire spatial extent ’ of that object.
What we in fact see in one episode of observation is but one thin
‘ slice ’ of its existence.

Some objects, however, are vastly larger than pencils. Some objects
are so immense in their spatial extent that we cannot, normally, per-
ceive that expanse in any ‘ snapshot ’ view. The Great W ll of China,a
for example, meanders for a distance of more than 2400 kilometers (a
distance equal, roughly, to that between P ris and Moscow). There isa
no place on the face of the Earth where one can see both the easter n
and the wester n termini of the W ll. And yet visitors to Beijing doa
often report that they have ‘ seen the W ll ’, have walked upon it, anda
have photographed it. The Great W ll is extravagantly extended ina
both space and time; and what counts as ‘ seeing the W ll ’ is seeinga
part of its colossal spatial extent and seeing part of its millennial tem-
poral extent. One does not have to have seen the entire 2400-kilometer
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length, nor to have been eyewitness to the unfolding of its thousand-
year history, to be entitled to claim having seen the W ll.a

Physical objects are multidimensional entities. In this world they
are extended in three ‘ spatial ’ dimensions, i.e. have width, height, and
depth. They are also extended along one temporal dimension, i.e. have
some definite (finite or perhaps infinite) duration. Moreover, each is
positioned somewhere within the space (or along the continuum) of
mass, i.e. each physical object has some nonnegative mass. And in
addition each is positioned somewhere within the discrete (i.e. quan-
tized) space of electrical charge, i.e. each physical object has an
electrical charge which is some integral multiple of a unit charge.
Thus, to say, as is often said nowadays, that physical objects are
‘ four-dimensional ’ is actually to understate the case. Physical objects
have a number of dimensions beyond their spatial and temporal ones.

F r our purposes, we will not pay much attention to such furthero
dimensions as mass and electrical charge. It is not that these are unim-
portant. It is simply that they are not of central concer n for the pur-
poses of this chapter.

Once one has expanded one ’s horizon so as to conceive of physical
objects, not in the seventeenth-century manner as things extended
merely in width, height, and depth, but in the moder n fashion as
things extended in width, height, depth, and time, then some quite re-
markable benefits accrue.

One particular benefit, which we will explore in the next section, is
the startling insight we are given into the profound analogy between
space (i.e. the space of width, height, and depth) and time. Many
ancient beliefs – such as that it is possible to move about in space but
not in time – are exposed as being straightforwardly based on a confu-
sion and are simply mistaken.

The second benefit, to be explored in chapter 11, is that we have a
means to solve McT ggart ’s puzzle about change. Or, if you happen toa
think McT ggart ’s puzzle is bogus to begin with and not in need ofa
‘ solving ’, then at least we have a means to address seriously the prob-
lem of change without having to posit a super-time against which time
itself is moving. By conceiving of physical objects as being things
extended in time, we have the conceptual equipment needed to explain
change, by identifying change not as a movement of time, but as
things having different properties at different times. It is things which
change their properties in time; not time itself which changes relative
to a super-time.
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Let us tur n, then, to examine the first of these alleged benefits, the
revealing of the nature and extent of the formal similarity between
space and time.

8.8 T ylor on spatial and temporal analogiesa

Over the course of your intellectual life, there will be, if you are fortu-
nate, a number of occasions where a particular lecture, article, or book
will prove revelatory. Y u will happen upon an outstanding piece ofo
work which will open your eyes to a new way of seeing the familiar or
seeing through the confusing. In my own career, such a piece of phi-
losophy has been Richard T ylor ’s 1955 paper “ Spatial and T mporala e
Analogies and the Concept of Identity ” ([203]). I regard his paper as

26one of the classics of moder n philosophy.
T ylor undertakes to prove that there are many more formal* simi-a

larities between space and time than are usually recognized; he does
this by showing that several of the alleged differences between space

27and time are just that, alleged, not real. T argue for these similari-o
ties, T ylor begins by pointing out that many temporal concepts havea
‘ counterparts ’ (or analogs) among spatial concepts, e.g. the temporal
concept now has an obvious spatial counterpart, here. So numerous
are these pairings, that we can set up a mapping, or lexicon (see p.
191), for ‘ translating ’ between temporal concepts and their spatial
analogs. The ter ms “ T ”, “  T ”, etc. designate specific moments of time,1 2

 e.g. 14:31 Easter n Standard Time on 12 August 1948, or the moment
when Columbus first set foot on the continent of North America, etc.;
while “ P ”, “  P ”, etc. designate specific places, e.g. the northeast1 2

 cor ner of the Acropolis, or sixty kilometers due east of the geographi-
cal center of Ottawa, Ontario.

There is, of course, one striking disanalogy between temporal and
spatial ter ms: although there is but one temporal dimension, there are

———————

26. T ylor credits Donald Williams ([213]) and Nelson Goodman ([81]) witha
having laid the groundwork for his own inquiries.

27. The qualification “ several ” is important; so is the characterization “ for-
mal similarities ”. T ylor is not arguing for the perfect (i.e. complete) similar-a
ity of space and time; still less that space and time are ‘ one and the same
thing ’ (see footnote 25, p. 187). He is arguing only that space and time share
more formal analogies than had previously been believed. In the next section,
8.9, I will explore one way in which time is not analogous to space.
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Lexicon

Time Space____ _____ _

“at a time T , T , …” “at a place P , P , …”1 2 1 2

 “is earlier than” “is north of ”

“lasts (endures) for 1 minute” “stretches for 1 meter ”

“occupies ( lasts throughout) “occupies the region
the interval T -T ” between P and P ”1 2 1 2

 etc. etc.

three spatial ones. T map the temporal “ earlier / later ”, we musto
choose one of the three spatial candidates: I have chosen “ north /
south ”. (W simply ignore in this exercise “ east / west ” and “ up /e
down ”; these latter spatial ter ms will not be assigned temporal coun-
terparts. And we will ignore, too, that the dimension “ north / south ”
has endpoints [the poles] while “ earlier / later ” may not.)

A crucial concept in this exercise is that of part. Normally, when
we think of the parts of things we think of their spatial parts. If a
thing, e.g. the Trans-Canada Highway, stretches across the continent
through Canada, then that part which stretches from the border of
British Columbia and Alberta to the border of Manitoba and Ontario
may be considered a spatial part of the highway. But insofar as physi-
cal things are extended both in space and in time (see section 8.7), we
may speak of their temporal parts with as much propriety as we do of
their spatial parts. If an object endures, let us say from 12 October
1928 to 19 February 1998, then the temporal interval 23 July 1933
through 5 September 1941 may be regarded as a temporal part of the
object.

Looking at the last item in our lexicon, we can explain readily the
concept of an object O ‘ lasting throughout ’ a temporal interval T -T :1 2
at every moment (instant) between T and T , including the two in-1 2

 stants T  and T themselves, there exists some temporal part (called a1 2
 “  T-part ”) of the object O. Similarly, for an object to occupy the (or

better “ a ”) region between P and P means this: at every point along1 2
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some continuous spatial path (there are of course an infinite number of
such paths) connecting P and P there exists some spatial part (S-part)1 2

 of the object O. (Note that the path need not be a straight line. Boo-
merangs [at rest] occupy a continuously connected region of space
without occupying the region along the straight line connecting their
ends.)

With the Lexicon in hand, we can proceed to examine several of
T ylor ’s quite remarkable and startling theses.a

Thesis: Just as an object may be at one place at two different times,
an object may at one time be at two different places. This thesis is
surprising just because it has been so often denied. Indeed it is vir-
tually axiomatic in many persons ’ thinking about space and time that
one object may be at one place at two different times, but that one
object cannot be at one time in two different places. Their argument
might be something of this sort: “ This pen which I have carried about
in the city today, last night sat on my desk here at home. I am now
putting it back on my desk precisely where it had been last night.
Y sterday it was in a certain place; today it is back in that very samee
place. At two different times it has occupied the same place. But no
one thing can be in two different places at the same time. If the pen is
now on the cor ner of my desk, it cannot also now be five kilometers
away, on the floor of the public library. ” So familiar is this sort of
argument, that one wonders how it is even possible to challenge it. But
T ylor does so, and does so successfully.a

The problem with the argument just given is that it omits to mention
one exceedingly important fact. It will not do, for the purposes of
arguing that one object can be in the same place on two different occa-
sions, to talk about a certain pen last night and about a different pen
(however similar) which occupies that place today. It must be one and
the same pen. But how is the identity of today ’s pen with the pen
which existed last night to be accounted for? The usual way for the
pen which exists today to be reckoned as being the same pen as one
which existed last night is for the pen of last night to have remained in

28existence until the present moment. But once that presupposition in
the description of the situation is made explicit, then the argument –

———————

28. Whether existing throughout the interval is the only way for the pen
which exists today to be reckoned as being the same pen as the one which
existed last night is a question which is postponed until chapter 11. There (in
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when repaired – proves not what it is usually thought to prove but
precisely its contrary. Let us see why.

The standard way in which it is possible for an object O to exist in
one place at two different times comes about through that object ’s
existing at all times throughout that temporal interval. Using symbols,
we may express the point this way:

O is at P at T1 1

 O is at P at T (where T ≠ T )1 2 1 2

 O exists throughout the temporal interval T -T1 2

If this is what is typically involved in an object ’s being at one place at
two different times, then we may state the analogous thesis – for an
object ’s being at one time in two different places – by using the Lexi-
con to translate all of the temporal ter ms to spatial ter ms and all the
spatial ter ms to temporal. The correct, or fully stated, analog thus
becomes:

O is at T at P1 1

 O is at T at P (where P ≠ P )1 2 1 2

 O exists throughout the spatial interval P -P1 2

 Is it possible for anything to satisfy these latter conditions? If there is
any such thing, then it is a thing which at one time is in two different
places. As it tur ns out, there are countless numbers of actual things
satisfying precisely these conditions. There is no need in this instance
to take recourse to possible-worlds tales. The actual world provides us
untold numbers of examples. The Mississippi River, for example, sat-
isfies the just-stated conditions. At any one time it exists in two differ-
ent places (e.g. in Memphis and in New Orleans) and exists through-
out a spatial interval between those two places (viz. along a path
through Vicksburg, Natchez, Baton Rouge, etc.).

What is commonly found in cases where an object (e.g. the pen) ex-
ists at two different times in the same place is that the object is tem-
porally large enough to span the temporal interval from the one time
to the other. In similar fashion, an object (e.g. the Mississippi River or

———————

footnote 11, pp. 344ff., and again in section 11.6.5) we will examine the pos-
sibility of identity at two different times without identity through all interven-
ing intervals. But for the moment we ignore that complication.
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the Great W ll of China) can exist at two different places at the samea
time by being spatially large enough to span the spatial interval from
the one place to the other.

There is an obvious objection to be anticipated. Someone might
protest that in the case of the pen being on the desk last night and
being there again today, the entire pen is present on both occasions;
but in the case of the Mississippi River ’s being present in both Mem-
phis and New Orleans, the entire river is not present at either place,
only a relatively short stretch of the river ’s very considerable length is
present at either place. But this objection fails to carry through the
analogy in its full. What exactly is present, at any given time, when
the pen is on the desk? Certainly not the complete temporal extent of
the pen, but only a temporal part. What exactly is present, of the Mis-
sissippi River, at any given place, e.g. at Memphis or at New Orleans?
Not the entire spatial extent of the river, certainly, but only limited
spatial parts.

It is by identifying “ parts ” with “ spatial parts ” and overlooking
“ temporal parts ” that one falls into the mistaken belief that the pen is
wholly present at any particular time. But once one recognizes that
objects are extended both in space and in time, and that at any one
place there exists only a spatial part of an object, and that at any one
time there exists only a temporal part of an object, then one can finally
understand how objects can be both in one place at two different times
and at one time in two different places. An object can be in one place
at two different times if it is (temporally) long enough to extend (in
time) from the one time to the other; an object can be at one time in
two different places if it is (spatially) long enough to extend (in space)
from the one place to the other.

What, finally, are we to say, then, of the often-proclaimed dictum
that it is impossible for one object to be in two places at the same
time? T ylor has shown us one way in which an object can be in twoa
places at the same time. My right ar m is too short (in its spatial extent)
to allow it at any one time to be both in my office and in my living
room. (Some three kilometers separates the two places.) But that same
right ar m is quite long enough to be both on the ar mrest of my chair
and on my desk. As a matter of fact it is in both places now, as I write
these very words.

This is as far as T ylor ’s first thesis takes us. But we would do wella
to linger a moment to ask one more question before moving on to his
next thesis. Is the way described in T ylor ’s first thesis the only waya
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for an object to be in two places at the same time? Must every object
which is in two places at one time span a path between the two places?
It tur ns out, surprisingly, that there are certain sorts of objects which
can occupy two or more places at once without occupying any inter-
vening places. F r there are certain things which we count as ‘ objects ’o
and yet which may be scattered about at a variety of places. Such
‘ scattered objects ’ are sometimes called “ assemblages ” or “ collec-
tions ”. The items of clothing which make up my wardrobe, the indi-
vidual books which make up my personal library, the ships compris-
ing the U.S. Sixth Fleet, are all examples of such ‘ scattered objects ’.
Where, exactly, is my wardrobe? Most of it is in my bedroom closet;
some of it is on my body; some of it is in my dresser; some is in the
laundry room; some is at the dry cleaners; and some is hanging on a
hook in my office at the university. My wardrobe is, thus, now at
several different places. More exactly, spatial parts of my wardrobe
are at several different places. But what makes my wardrobe different
from other objects which are also at different places at one and the
same time is that the various spatial parts of my wardrobe are not spa-
tially connected one to another; they exist at different places without
occupying the intervening places.

W often overlook the category of ‘ scattered objects ’, believinge
uncritically that all objects must have spatially connected parts. But
there are too many counterexamples to allow us to sustain this naive
belief. Where, for example, is Indonesia? or Michigan? or Hawaii?
There is no land route through Hawaii connecting Lihue with Hilo.
The norther nmost island in the chain (where Lihue is located) is un-
connected by land to the souther nmost island (where Hilo is). (See
figure 8.2, p. 196) Y t, if we want to believe that Hawaii is some-e
where, i.e. has a place, then we are forced to recognize that some
spatial objects (in this example, a large geographical object) do have
spatially disconnected parts. And thus not only is it possible for an
object to be at different places at the same time, some quite familiar
objects are at different places at the same time; moreover, some of
these latter objects (e.g. your wardrobe, the state of Hawaii) have spa-
tial parts which are disconnected from one another.

Thesis: Time need not be regarded as essential to change. Things may
change in space just as well as in time. If by “ change ” we stipulate
that we mean temporal processes, then this claim is legislated to be
false by definition. But should we be hasty to make the stipulation?
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Figure 8.2

What does it mean for some object to change in time? There are at
least two things that might be meant: (1) that the object changes its
place, or (2) that the object changes its properties.

If being at different places at different times counts as a ‘ change in
time ’, then the spatial analog is trivially satisfiable. Using the Lexicon,
the analogy becomes, ‘ being at different times at different places ’. But
this latter is precisely the identical condition, simply restated equiva-
lently. In short, change of place through time just is change of time
from place to place. Things which move about in time from place to
place also move about in space from one time to another. Movement
in place through time is as much movement in time as it is movement
in space.

What about ‘ change in properties ’ through time? An iron object
may start out in a glistening, polished state at T . But over time, with-1
out changing its place, it may gradually rust, so that at T it is con-2
siderably rusted. Is there a spatial analog? Can an object change its
properties through space, i.e. at one time have different properties in
different places? It is easy to describe such cases. One end of an iron
object, at P , may be in a glistening, polished state. But at the very1
same time, along the spatial extent of the object, there is more and
more rust. At its other end, at P , it is considerably rusted. The degree2
of rust progresses, not through time, but through space. This certainly
presents itself as a change, only a change in space, not in time.
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From a formal point of view, objects can ‘ change ’ as easily in space
as they can in time. There seems to be no good reason to restrict the
concept of change solely to change in time.

Thesis: In just the way in which it is possible for things to change
their spatial positions and relations, it is possible for things to change
their temporal positions and relations. Change in spatial position is
familiar: an object O which had been north of another, O , may later1 2
come to be south of that object. But can an object O which had been1
earlier than O come to be later than O ? T ylor argues that the answera2 2
is Y s, if we take care to spell out the analogy in full. W begin bye e
stating the conditions for change in spatial positions:

O at T is north of O1 1 2

 O at T is south of O1 2 2

 Using the Lexicon, we create the temporal analog:

O at P is earlier than O1 1 2

 O at P is later than O1 2 2

 Is this possible? Can an object (or event) occur before another at some
place P and after that other at a different place P ? Y s, there aree1 2
indeed such events.

Imagine four persons positioned at equal intervals along a straight
line. (See figure 8.3, p. 198.) Alice is at position zero; Betty, one-third
of a kilometer further along; Carol, at two-thirds of a kilometer from
position zero; and Diane, fully one kilometer beyond position zero.
They all have synchronized watches, and at 12 noon, Alice fires a
starter ’s pistol and Diane strikes a drum once. Since sound travels
through air at 331 m / sec, just about one second later, at 12:00:01 P M,
Betty hears the pistol shot and Carol hears the drumbeat. And one
second after that, at 12:00:02 P M, Betty hears the drumbeat and Carol,
the pistol shot. Where Betty is standing, the sound of the pistol occurs
one second earlier than the sound of the drum. Where Carol is stand-
ing, the order is reversed: the sound of the drum occurs one second
before the sound of the pistol.

A now-familiar objection may be expressed: “ When we speak of an
object changing its position in space, the entire object is present first
at one and then the other location. But in this example, the ‘ entire ’
event – the gunshot or the drum stroke – is not present at either
place. ” But, in light of the earlier discussion, the counterobjection
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Figure 8.3
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should be clear. As objects move about in space, at any given time
what is present at a given place is only a temporal-part (T-part) of that
object. In the example of the gunshot and the drumbeat, what is
required for the analogy to be complete is that at any given place what
is present at a given time is only a spatial-part (S-part) of the object.
And this latter condition is precisely satisfied. As each of the two
‘ objects ’, the gunshot and the drumbeat, spread out through space (at
331 m / sec), spatial-parts occur at given places at given times. The
analogy is thus complete.

McT ggart, we will recall (see above, p. 176), had explicitly denieda
that events can change their temporal relations: “ If M is ever earlier
than N, it is always earlier ” ([130], §305). The present example shows
that McT ggart ’s claim is not unconditionally true. McT ggart hada a
overlooked the fact that certain events are of a sort which propagate
through space. F r such events, their order of occurrence can, ando
will, vary from place to place. F r McT ggart ’s claim to be made true,o a

 it will have to be qualified in this way: “ If M is ever earlier at some
given place than N, it is always earlier at that place than N. ”

Thesis: T the extent that things can ‘ tarry ’ in space, they can as wello
in time. This thesis has often been denied. Things need not move
about in space, it is alleged, but nothing can fail to move forward in
time. Everything ‘ grows older ’, i.e. moves through time.

If, as has often been alleged, things need not move about in space,
i.e. can tarry in space, can we construct an analog for something ’s not
moving about in time? F r an object to tarry in space means simplyo
that it remains at one place during some temporal interval. F rmally,o
this may be expressed this way:

O is at P throughout the temporal interval T -T1 1 1 2

Using the Lexicon it is easy to construct the spatial analog:

O is at T throughout the spatial interval P -P1 1 1 2

 Rewriting to make the English slightly more idiomatic, we get:

At T , O exists throughout the spatial interval P -P .1 1 1 2

 These latter conditions are trivially simple to satisfy. Any object O1
which, at some particular moment of time T , extends from place P to1 1
P is occupying a given time throughout some spatial interval. F ra2
from  tarrying  in time being impossible, it would seem that every
physical object which takes up any space whatsoever must satisfy
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these conditions. The spatial analog of ‘ moving through time ’ is noth-
ing more, or less, than being extended in space. T ‘ grow older ’ is too
move through time, i.e. to occupy successive points of time. The spa-
tial analog is simply occupying successive points of space.

Thesis: In just the way in which things may move back and forth in
space, they may also move back and forth in time. This thesis is the
highlight of T ylor ’s paper. It is the most startling and provocativea
thesis of the lot.

W must begin by attending to the formal conditions for movinge
forward and backward in space. Obviously, we will have to refer to
three different times. W will talk of T , T , and T , where T is the firste 1 2 3 1

 in the series and T the last. In English, we can state the conditions this3
way: “ At first, at T , the object is at place P , but not at place P . Some-1 1 2
time later, at T , the object is at (i.e. has moved to) place P , and is, of2 2
course, no longer (i.e. at T ) at its original place P . At a still later time,2 1
T , the object has moved back to its original place, P , and is (of3 1
course) no longer at P . ”2

At T : T-part of O is at P ; and [at T ]1 1 1 1
no S-part of O is at P .2

At T : T-part of O is at P ; and [at T ]2 2 2 2
no S-part of O is at P .1

At T : T-part of O is at P ; and [at T ]3 3 1 3
no S-part of O is at P .2

The temporal-counterpart may now be constructed. W will let P , P ,e 1 2
 and P be any three ordered positions in space.3

At P : S-part of O is at T ; and [at P ]1 1 1 1
no T-part of O is at T .2

At P : S-part of O is at T ; and [at P ]2 2 2 2
no T-part of O is at T .1

At P : S-part of O is at T ; and [at P ]3 3 1 3
no T-part of O is at T .2

A bus shuttling back and forth between V ncouver and Burnabya
satisfies the for mer of these two sets of conditions, i.e. it is moving
back and forth in space. What is an example of something which satis-
fies the latter set of conditions?
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T find such an example, we need to look more closely at what it iso
to move back and forth in space. If we examine the first set of condi-
tions very closely, we see that they satisfy the following, alter native,
description: “ Consider three ordered moments of time, T , T , and T .1 2 3

 If we trace the path through these three points, we discover that at the
first time, the object is at P , at the second time the object is at a differ-1
ent place P , but when we get to the third and last time, we discover2
that the object is ‘ back at ’ P again. ”1

Applying the Lexicon to this latter description, we can state the for-
mal conditions for moving back and forth in time in this equivalent,
more intuitive fashion: “ Consider three ordered points of space, P , P ,1 2

 and P . If we trace the path through these three points, we discover3
that at the first place, the object is there at T , at the second place the1
object is there at a different (later) time T , but when we get to the2
third and last place, we discover that the object is there at T (i.e. has1
already been there at the same time it was at P ). ” In short, what is1
required for something ’s moving back and forth in time is for a thing
to be simultaneously at places P and P and to be at P (between those1 3 2

 two places) at some other time. Could anything possibly satisfy these
conditions?

Any ∨ -shaped object possesses the necessary spatial features to be
able to move back and forth in time. Consider a ∨ -shaped object O,
moving northward. (See figure 8.4, p. 202.) If we choose three places,
P , P , and P [W ston, Centralia, and Eastwich], lying along a west-e1 2 3

 east axis, the tips of the ∨  will pass at T (viz. simultaneously) over P1 1
[W ston] and P [Eastwich], while the cusp of the ∨  will lie to thee 3
south of P [i.e. south of Centralia]. Sometime later, at T , the tips of2 2
the ∨  will have passed beyond P [W ston] and P [Eastwich], but thee1 3
cusp of the ∨  will be at P [Centralia]. If one traces the spatial path2
from P to P and from P to P , one will discover that as one1 2 2 3

 progresses, O will be at P [W ston] at T ; at P [Centralia] at T ; and –e1 1 2 2
 surprisingly – as one gets to the third and final point, P [Eastwich],3

one discovers that O has already been there, simultaneously with its
earlier occurrence at P [at W ston]. Thus this object has satisfied per-e1

29fectly the formal conditions for ‘ moving back and forth in time ’.

———————

29. My thanks to Professor Leslie Ballentine for calling my attention to a
special feature of this and all other known examples of things which travel
back and forth in time. Notice how, in this example, the object O is ‘ bent ’
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Figure 8.4
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The pivotal point in this last thesis – “ In just the way in which
things may move back and forth in space, they may also move back
and forth in time ” – is, of course, in the qualification, “ in just the
way ”. F r it is not being claimed, for example, that you can now, aso
an adult, travel backward in time and shake hands with yourself as an
eight-year-old, or that you can travel forward to the future and attend

30your own funeral. The claim here is far more modest. It is being
claimed only that in the way in which it is possible for (a temporal-
part of ) an object first to be at one place, (a temporal-part) to be later
at another place, and still later (a temporal-part) to be back at the first
place, then in a parallel way it is possible for (a spatial-part of ) an
object at one place to occur at a certain time, (a spatial-part) to be
present at a further place at a later time, and (a spatial-part) to be pres-
ent at a still further place at the same time as (a spatial-part of ) it oc-
curred in the first place. If the for mer of these situations is to count as
‘ moving about in space ’, then the latter is entitled to be regarded as
‘ moving about in time ’.

318.9 Is there a temporal analog of the “ right / left ” problem?

Immanuel Kant seems to have been the first philosopher to have been
intrigued by the differences between what, in moder n ter minology,

———————

in two spatial dimensions, viz. it was ∨ -shaped. In order to cite an actual
example, it was necessary to invoke a spatial object having (at least) two
spatial dimensions. It is theoretically possible that movement back and forth
in time should occur for an object which is not ‘ bent ’ in space. But it seems
to be a contingent fact of this world, however, that the only objects which do
move back and forth in time are of the sort described, i.e. are objects which
are curved in two or more spatial directions.

30. What characterizes these latter two examples is that two temporal stages,
or T-parts, of an object are simultaneously present at a place. Nothing in
T ylor ’s argument permits such an occurrence. Whether ‘ moving about ina
time ’ in this latter sense – in which two distinct T-parts of an object may be
simultaneously present – is coherent will be examined later (in section 8.11).

31. This section is a slightly revised and expanded version of the article, “ Is
There an Ozma Problem for Time? ” which originally appeared in Analysis
33, no. 3 (Jan. 1973), 77-82. I am pleased to acknowledge my indebtedness to
J.F. Bennett ’s fine paper “ The Difference between Right and Left ” ([26])
which examined the spatial version of the problem which provokes this pres-
ent discussion.
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have come to be called “ incongruous counterparts ” or – more techni-
cally still – “ enantiomorphs ”. Enantiomorphs are mirror images of one
another, although not all mirror images are enantiomorphs. The mirror
image of the letter “ A ” is not an enantiomorph; the mirror image of
the letter “ Z ” is. The difference is that there is a (vertical) axis of
symmetry in the letter “ A ”, i.e. the letter is symmetrical about its verti-
cal axis: . The letter “ Z ” has no axis of symmetry, either vertically

| —or horizontally: Z Z . Hence the letter “ Z ” and its mirror image for m a,
pair of enantiomorphs.

Enantiomorphs may be pairs of one-dimensional figures, pairs of
two-dimensional figures, or pairs of three-dimensional figures. The
one-dimensional figures

— — – – — —   

 are enantiomorphs. Neither one can be moved in a one-dimensional
space (i.e. slid sideways) so as to be made to coincide with the other.
Of course, if either one were to be rotated in a two-dimensional space,
e.g. in the plane of this page on which they are printed, they could be
made to coincide. The two-dimensional figures  b  and  d  are enan-
tiomorphs: neither can be moved about (including being rotated) in
two-dimensional space so as to allow it to coincide with the other. But

qwhile  b  and  d  are enantiomorphs,  b  and   are not: either one
can be moved (rotated) so as to permit it to coincide with the other.

pSimilarly  d  and   are non-enantiomorphs, i.e. are congruous fig-
ures.

Kant ’s examples (1783) were of three-dimensional enantiomorphs:
“ … the left hand cannot be enclosed in the same bounds as the right
one (they are not congruent); the glove of one hand cannot be used for
the other ” (Prolegomena [107], §13). A right-handed glove cannot be
rigidly moved about in three-dimensional space so as to be made to fit
a left hand. It can, of course, be tur ned inside out, and that will do the
trick. But tur ning a glove inside out is not a rigid movement through
space. It involves stretching or bending the object. F r two objects too
be regarded as enantiomorphs, it is necessary that they cannot be
brought into coincidence (i.e. cannot be made congruent) without
bending or stretching.

What is there about the right- and the left-handed gloves which
accounts for their being enantiomorphs of one another? Each glove we
may suppose is made of the same sort of material as its mate, each
weighs the same as the other, each has the same total volume as the
other, and each has a thumb, followed in order by four fingers: the
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index (or forefinger), the middle, the third, and the so-called little
finger. Even so, for all these similarities, there is a profound differ-
ence, as all of us who have ever mistakenly tried to fit a left-handed
glove on our right hand know very well. Of course we can put labels
to these differences: we can say that one of these gloves is “ left ”-
handed and the other “ right ”. But the important question – for Kant
and subsequent writers – has been whether or not these ter ms “ right ”
and “ left ” could ever be lear ned by someone who had not experienced
the sort of difference exhibited by the pair of gloves.

A century later, Kant ’s problem about the difference between
“ right ” and “ left ” appears in William James ’s Principles of Psychol-
ogy, where it can be seen to be evolving into a problem about com-
munication: “ If we take a cube and label one side top, another
[presumably the side parallel to it] bottom, a third front and a fourth
[again, presumably, the side parallel to the latter] back, then there
remains no for m of words by which we can describe to another person
which of the remaining sides is right and which is left ” ([103], vol. I I,
150). James ’s claim, obviously, needs to be qualified. F r there is one,o
trivial, way in which we can describe the difference. W can call thee
one “ right ” and the other “ left ”. But we see what James was getting
at, even if he managed to express himself poorly.

Suppose you are in telephone contact with someone and are trying
to get her to duplicate a certain cube whose faces you have labeled in
a particular fashion. (See figure 8.5, p. 206.) Y u want the fronto
labeled with a single dot; the back labeled with two dots; the top, with
three; the bottom, with four; the left, with five; and the right, with six.
Y u begin by telling her to pick any side and label it with one dot; too
move to the parallel (opposite) side and label it with two dots. Then
she can choose any one of the remaining four sides and label it with
three dots; and fourthly she is to label with four dots the side parallel
to the one bearing the three dots. But now there is a problem (James ’s
problem). In assigning the next two sets of dots, she cannot just ar-
bitrarily pick one of the two remaining sides and label it with five
dots, and the sixth, the last, remaining side with the set of six dots: she
has to get the fifth choice, the left-hand side, correct. She has to put
her five dots on the same side, the left-hand side, as you have put your
five dots. Y u have, that is, to make sure that she is using the ter mso
“ left ” and “ right ” in the same way you are, and has not – somehow –
got them reversed. (Some persons, we know all too well, frequently
mistake the two directions, right and left. P rhaps your telephone cor-e
respondent is confused or, even worse, was taught to speak English by
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Figure 8.5

someone with a perverse sense of humor.) How can you make sure
that she is using the ter ms “ left ” and “ right ” as you do?

Y u realize that you can solve the problem if you can figure out ino
which hand she is holding the telephone headset. Y u ask her, and sheo
replies “ my right hand ”. But still you are not sure that she is using the
ter ms “ right ” and “ left ” just as you do. There are various ways you
might go about trying to determine whether she is using the words in
the same way as you, or in the reverse manner. Y u might ask her, fur-o
ther, whether she was holding the headset in the hand which is on the
same side of her body as her appendix. In this latter instance, you
would be assuming that her body was anatomically similar to that of
nearly every other woman. Or, again, you might ask her to look up in
the night sky and describe, using the ter ms “ right ” and “ left ”, the spa-
tial relations of various constellations to one another. So long as you
could see those constellations, then you could quickly tell whether she
was using the ter ms “ right ” and “ left ” as you do, or whether she had
got them ‘ reversed ’.

It is clear that there are a variety of ways to tell whether someone,
out of sight, with whom you are communicating uses the ter ms “ right ”
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and “ left ” in the same, or a reversed, manner. But all of these ways, it
seems, involve presupposing that you and the other person have
access to one or more shared enantiomorphs: the asymmetrical dis-
position of internal organs (e.g. the appendix) in the human body,
overhead stellar constellations, etc.

The problem is ‘ cranked up a notch ’ when these latter, obvious,
solutions are explicitly disallowed. Suppose in the Search for Extra-
T rrestrial Intelligence (see the discussion of S E T I in section 5.2, pp.e
80ff.), you are in communication with a distant intelligence, on a
planet so shrouded by a dense cloud cover that there is no opportunity
for you and her to observe any physical object in common. Moreover,
her own body is not at all humanoid. She does not even have an
appendix. Of course she does not speak English or any other Earth-
based language. Y u communicate via a code, similar to Morse code,o
i.e. of pulsating signals. Presuming you could even get to the point of
intelligible conversation (again, see section 5.2), could you figure out
which ter m in her language meant “ right ” and which “ left ”?

Martin Gardner, in his Ambidextrous Universe, states the problem
in this manner:

Is there any way to communicate the meaning of “ left ” by a
language transmitted in the for m of pulsating signals? By the
ter ms of the problem we may say anything we please to our lis-
teners, ask them to perfor m any experiment whatever, with one
proviso: There is to be no asymmetric object or structure that
we and they can observe in common. ([75], 160)

Gardner calls this the “ Ozma problem ”. (He has borrowed the name
from the Ozma project, a 1960 project of S E T I, whose director, Frank
D. Drake, in tur n had borrowed the name from a character in a book
by L. Frank Baum.)

The Ozma problem has never been raised in regard to any but spa-
tial relations. Is this just lack of imagination? Richard T ylor, we havea
already seen (section 8.8), has argued persuasively for a very much
more thorough analogy between spatial and temporal relations than
had previously been thought possible. How much further can we press
the analogy? Specifically, can we construct an Ozma problem for
time? Is there, that is, a problem with “ earlier / later ” analogous to
“ right / left ”? The task divides into two stages. First we must for mu-
late the proper analogy, and second we must investigate whether the
problem is solvable.
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F r current purposes, the Lexicon given above (p. 191) is inade-o
quate. W will require one modification and two additions. Where wee
had earlier mapped “ earlier / later ” onto “ north / south ”, we will now
map the for mer onto “ left / right ”. And in order to translate Gardner ’s
statement of the spatial Ozma problem into its temporal equivalent,
we will have to have dictionary equivalents for both “ pulsating sig-
nals ” and “ asymmetric object ”.

“ Pulsating signals ” may be taken to mean something like “ a series
of markers (e.g. audible beeps and their absences) arranged in a tem-
poral order ”. Implicit in Gardner ’s story is that the signals or mes-
sages should be received during a time, i.e., consecutively, but at one
place. A T ylor-analog could, then, be something of this sort: “ a seriesa
of markers arranged in a spatial order ”. T ensure the completeness ofo
the analogy we must add the rider that this message should be
received within a spatial extent but all at one time. A notched iron bar,
for example (where the notches are the coded message), would satisfy
the description. The message is extended over a space (i.e. the length
of the bar) and is all of it simultaneously present.

The temporal analog of a spatially asymmetric object is easy to
name but perhaps slightly more difficult to explain. A temporally
asymmetric object is one for which there is no moment such that the
history of the object up to that moment is the ‘ reflection ’ of the future
of that object subsequent to that moment. Noticeably the explanation
seems to be infected with a slight residue of spatial terminology, viz.
“ reflection ”. The ter m is, however, a mere convenience. W havee

 many more occasions to speak of spatial reflections than of temporal
ones, but the suitability of the ter m for both contexts should be obvi-
ous. Most objects are temporally asymmetric, but not quite all. With a
little ingenuity we can actually make a temporally symmetric object.
F r example, a pure pitch of constant volume, physics tells us, wouldo
sound exactly the same if recorded and played backward. There is in
such an example a temporal axis of symmetry: there is some moment,
the midtime of its duration, about which the sound is temporally
symmetric, i.e. reflected.

It is important to note for our discussion below that physical ob-
jects, too, are very often temporally symmetric within selected time
intervals. F r example, the notched iron bar which we have alluded too
may for years undergo no internal physical change whatever. During
that segment of its total history it is temporally symmetric. If nothing
is happening to it over a course of, let us say, two centuries, then the
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description we give of what happens to it from the first year to the end
of the one hundredth year is precisely the same as any description we
give of it from the end of the two hundredth year (backward) to the
beginning of the one-hundred-and-first year. Putting the matter per-
haps a bit cryptically: we cannot tell by examining the bar during that
two-hundred-year interval whether it is growing older or younger. In
this respect it is the temporal analog of a spatial object which has no
preferred direction, e.g. William James ’s cube.

F r fairly obvious reasons in the statement of the temporal Ozmao
problem only temporally symmetric objects are to be mutually acces-
sible to both of the communicators. Allowing a bit of judicious edit-
ing, the problem emerges thus:

Is there any way to communicate the meaning of “ earlier than ”
by a message transmitted all at once by a series of spatially
arranged markers? By the ter ms of the problem we may send
any message we please, with one proviso: There is to be no
temporally asymmetric object or structure to which the sender
and receiver have mutual access.

Does this problem really make sense? Can there be a problem about
communicating the meaning of “ earlier than ” at all analogous to the
problem of communicating the meaning of “ left of ”? W understande
how one person communicating with another by telephone should be
frustrated in trying to tell the other person, who did not already know,
which was her left hand and which her right. Could there really be a
problem in trying to instruct the other what the difference between
earlier and later is? The very fact that they are communicating at all,
that one is saying now this and then that, would seem to solve the
problem. Even if, by the ter ms of the problem, the message must be
received in its entirety all at once so that conversation between the two
parties over a period of time is explicitly excluded, the reading of the
message, unlike the mere receiving of the message, is emphatically
not instantaneous but must take some amount of time. W can imaginee
the sender forwarding the following sort of message:

Dear reader: I should like to explain to you how I am using the
ter ms “ earlier ” and “ later ”. The reading of this message, we
both know, takes time. W further know that events are orderede
in time. Y u can understand what I mean by “ earlier ” ando
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“ later ” by reflecting on the point that as I use the ter m “ earlier ”
you will have read the word “ Dear ” earlier than you will have
read the word “ reader ”. Y u will have read “ reader ” later thano
you will have read “ Dear ”.

This ready solution to the temporal Ozma problem is, however,
mere illusion. The argument harbors an important implicit assumption
which, when exposed, undermines the conclusion. T reveal thiso
assumption I propose to pursue the problem in a slightly altered, but
equivalent, way.

Let us imagine the original (spatial) version of the Ozma problem
as concer ning not the instructing of a remote listener as to which is
right and which left, but rather the attempt to discover, by means of
the communication link we have described, which items on the distant
planet are incongruous counterparts or enantiomorphs of items here on
Earth. The two versions of the spatial Ozma problem are equivalent in
this respect: a solution to either one would provide a means to solve
the other. As we have seen, if we knew that the intelligence with
whom we were talking on the telephone had a body spatially congru-
ent to our own, i.e. was not enantiomorphic relative to us, we could
simply tell her that her right hand was the one which was on the same
side of her body as her appendix. The solution to the first problem
provides a means of solving the second, and (it should be obvious)
conversely.

In the light of this alter native description of the spatial version of
the Ozma problem, we can construct a second formulation of the tem-
poral Ozma problem. Under this revision we can conceive of the prob-
lem, equivalently, as concer ning the attempt to infor m the receiver
whether the region in which the message originated shares a time
direction congruent with that of the receiver or whether the two re-
gions are temporal enantiomorphs of one another.

Stating the problem in this way, we can readily see what is wrong
with the suggested solution to the temporal Ozma problem: it helps
itself gratuitously to one of the two possibilities which are to be
decided between. F r consider: if the region in which the message iso
received is suffering a local time reversal, then the test forwarded by
our misguided sender will have precisely the opposite effect to the one
intended. If we were to observe that strange planet directly it would
appear to us to be running backward. Creatures would grow younger
instead of older, golf balls would fly out of holes and stop abruptly at
the head of a putter, which is then cocked upward, etc. Similarly for
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the reading of the message. Relative to our time, the receiver would
“ start ” reading at what we take to be the end of the message and
would finish reading some time later with the word “ Dear ”. “ Dear ”
(contrary to our expectations) would be read later than “ reader ”, not
earlier.

The analogy with the spatial Ozma problem thus emerges rather
more live than the first solution would have led us to think it might.
But if this solution does not work, is there any that does? Is there any
message conceivable, subject to the constraints given, which would
allow the passing of decisive infor mation concer ning the relative
directions of time in the regions of the sender and of the receiver? The
original spatial Ozma problem, the problem of finding out whether our
correspondent is like or oppositely handed, is generally acknowledged
to be insolvable short of perfor ming certain quite technical (and

32expensive) experiments in particle physics. At the level of ordinary
experience, the spatial version of the Ozma problem remains insolv-
able (see [26]). Is the temporal Ozma problem similarly insolvable?
An argument can be given that the latter, temporal, version is also
insolvable.

Suppose we were able to observe directly two planets which are
temporal enantiomorphs of one another. (If we were to film the his-
tories of both of these planets and then run one film backward, the
scenes projected would be indistinguishable.) On one of these planets,
the one in which time runs the same way as ours, we see a woman
pick up an iron bar, clamp it in a vice, and studiously proceed to file a
series of notches in it. F r a while filings fall to the floor. At last she iso
finished, she unclamps the bar, and places it away on a shelf where it
sits for a very long time.

———————

32. In 1956-7 it was shown in a series of landmark experiments – which
were to win a Nobel Prize for Chen Ning Y ng and Tsung Dao Lee, who hada
proposed that such experiments be undertaken – that there is a fundamental
asymmetry in the manner in which certain subatomic particles decay [disin-
tegrate]. Anyone, anywhere in the universe who duplicated these experiments
– provided that the laws of Nature are unifor m throughout the universe –
would, theoretically, then be in a position to be instructed how to apply the
ter ms “ right ” and “ left ” unambiguously. But to date, this seems to be the only
way to solve the spatial version of the Ozma problem. Anyone operating with
the ‘ normal ’ artifacts of everyday experience would be totally unable to solve
the problem.
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As we look in on the second planet, we see a similarly notched bar
sitting on a shelf. At first all appears normal. After a while, however,
strange things begin to happen. A woman walks backward into the
room, takes the bar from the shelf and clamps it in a vice. A file rises
abruptly from the workbench to her waiting hand. She places the edge
of the file into one of the notches in the bar. Suddenly some filings
leap from the floor to meet the file which is abruptly drawn across the
bar, welding these flying particles into the notch in the bar. And so the
story goes on.

But what about the bars during these longish periods when they sit
unchangingly on their shelves? If we look at one of the bars during
just that time, we cannot tell on which of the two planets it resides. We
must wait to see what happens on that planet. The Ozma problem asks
us to imagine such a bar removed from its planet of origin, to imagine
it wrenched from its surroundings with their telltale clues and
delivered naked to us. Can we tell by examining the bar on which
planet it originated? The conclusion we are driven to is that there is no
way to tell. Anything that the writer on the first planet could have
written could, with equal likelihood, appear verbatim in a message
from the second planet. W would be totally unable to assign such ae
message to one planet or to its temporally reversed counterpart. Thus
the analogy between the spatial and temporal versions of the Ozma
problem seems complete.

Surprisingly, this conclusion too, just like its erstwhile opposite,
follows from a defective argument and must be rejected. Let us see
why.

This latter argument, an argument for the insolvability of the prob-
lem, assumes that we can transport the iron bars in question off of
each of the two planets described. There is, of course, no problem for
the planet in which the direction of time is the same as that of Earth.
W can imagine the machinist in the first case retur ning eventually,e
taking the bar down from the shelf, ensconcing it in a rocket, and
launching the rocket heavenward. Y ars later the rocket in its aimlesse
flight is intercepted quite accidentally by some earthlings who, know-
ing nothing of its place of origin, take its cargo home to study.

But what story shall we tell for the second case? What sort of
causal chain of events can deliver a bar to us from a planet where time
is oppositely directed? There would seem to be a profound difficulty
in there being communication, or causal interaction, between two
planets so related. F r the second planet, the rocket-ship accounto
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simply will not work. F r the woman in our second story to take theo
bar, place it in a rocket, and launch it off into space would for her on
that planet be a case of her operating contrary to the laws of thermo-
dynamics. W would expect on this second planet – since time there ise
running in the reverse direction to our time – that rocket ships would
land while sucking in flames and smoke, but not that they should lift
off spewing out flames and smoke.

How then are we to get possession of the bar? It would appear that
the only way for us to receive the described sort of message from a
planet whose time direction was opposite to ours would require that
there be a violation of some causal laws on one or both of the two
planets.

So far-reaching is this point that it even requires that we retract the
thought experiment which originally set the stage on which the prob-
lem was to be played out. W have uncritically imagined someonee
looking in on both of two planets having opposite time directions. But
even this amount of causal interaction is in violation of causal laws.
P rt of the story we tell of the process of seeing involves the emissiona
of photons from objects and the subsequent impinging of these
photons on our retinas. But this process is obviously directed in time.
On a planet where time ran oppositely to ours, we could not see
objects at all: objects would not be photon-emitters, but would be
photon-sinks (i.e. would ‘ suck in ’ photons).

In sum, the analogy ultimately flounders. The Ozma problem for
spatial relations is genuine for all regions of the universe where time is
directed as it is on Earth. No causal laws need be violated for two spa-
tially incongruous planets (e.g. where humanoids have their appen-
dixes on the left, rather than the right, sides of their bodies) to be in
temporal communication with one another. The analogous situation
does not hold for temporally incongruous planets. F r two temporallyo
incongruous planets to be in communication by means of a spatially
extended message does require the violation of causal laws on one or
both of the two planets concer ned.

T ylor-type analogies between spatial and temporal relations do,a
apparently, have their limits. The Ozma problem is one feature of spa-
tial relations which is without counterpart among temporal relations.
While we can construct an Ozma problem for spatial relations, given
things as they stand here and now, we can construct an analogous
Ozma problem for temporal relations only if time ‘ runs backward ’ in
some regions of the universe.
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8.10 On the connectedness of space and the connectedness of
33time

Once again, the problem derives from Kant. In the Critique of Pure
Reason, Kant  argues that we must conceive of space (i.e. the space of
length, width, and depth) and of time as each being unified, i.e. that
there cannot be several spaces or more than one time.

… we can represent to ourselves only one space; and if we
speak of diverse spaces, we mean thereby only parts of one and
the same unique space. … These parts cannot precede the one
all-embracing space, as being, as it were, constituents out of
which it can be composed; on the contrary, they can be thought
only as in it. Space is essentially one. ([106], A25)

Different times are but parts of one and the same time. … The
infinitude of time signifies nothing more than that every deter-
minate magnitude of time is possible only through limitations
of one single time that underlies it. ([106], A32)

Kant believes that the human mind is constrained to operate in this
manner, that we cannot coherently think of (actually existing) objects
which are spatially inaccessible to one another, or of incidents in time
which do not stand in unique positions in a single temporal con-
tinuum.

In effect, Kant ’s claim about space is that it is a priori necessary for

———————

33. This section is a revised version of “ Spatial and T mporal W rlds: Coulde o
 There Be More Than One of Each? ” which appeared in Ratio 57, no. 2

(Dec. 1975), and in the German edition, as “ R ̈  umliche W lten und zeitlichea e
 W lten: K ̈  nnte es mehr als je eine geben? ” In this present version, much ofe o
 the original terminology has been altered to accord with that adopted in this

book.
I would particularly like to re-express my gratitude to Jonathan Bennett,

who painstakingly read two early versions of the original paper and offered
invaluable advice, some of which I declined on the first occasion of publica-
tion, but which I am now happy to follow. I would also like to express thanks
to Raymond Bradley and the participants in the F culty and Graduate Semi-a
nar at Simon Fraser University for their helpful comments. Eike-Henner
Kluge found an error in the original published version. I have addressed the
matter he raised, and tried to correct it, in footnote 34 (p. 217) below.
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any two spatially extended objects to stand in some determinate spa-
tial relations to one another. It is impossible for (the spatial parts of )
either object not to be in some spatial direction (south, north-by-
northwest, etc.) to (the spatial parts of ) the other. Similarly, his claim
about time is that it is a priori necessary for any two temporally ex-
tended objects to stand in some determinate temporal relations to one
another. It is impossible for (the temporal parts of ) either object not to
be in some temporal relation (i.e. earlier than, simultaneous with, or
later than) to (the temporal parts of ) the other. All of this is, of course,
just another way of saying that space and time are each unified, that
the regions of space are not disconnected from one another, and that
incidents in time are not disconnected from one another. Like T ylora
(see section 8.8), Kant can be seen to be arguing that there is an
important analogy between space and time. In this instance, that both
can be conceived of only as being unified.

Anthony Quinton has challenged Kant ’s claims about this particular
analogy between space and time. Quinton argues ([164]) that Kant is
right about time, that time must be unified, but argues that Kant was
wrong about space. He argues that space (the space of length, width,
and depth) need not be unified.

I think that Quinton has made a mistake. I will try to show that Kant
was correct in arguing that there is an analogy between space and time
in respect of connectedness. That is, I agree with Kant that if either
space or time is unified, then so, too, is the other. But where I differ
from Kant is in arguing that neither space nor time need be conceived
of as unified, that we can conceive of both space and time as being
unconnected. In short, Kant was right in arguing that there is an anal-
ogy; but he was wrong about what that analogy actually is.

Quinton begins by trying to show that space need not be thought to
be necessarily connected. (His first argument needs some minor
repair, which I will make below; but on the whole it is correct.) Quin-
ton then attempts to construct a parallel argument in an attempt to
prove that time need not be thought to be necessarily connected, but
finds he is unable to do so. From this, Quinton concludes that Kant
was right about time, that time must be unified. I will try to show that
Quinton ’s second argument – for the unity of time – rests on two mis-
takes, and that his conclusion is not warranted. I will try to show that
time, like space, need not be thought to be necessarily connected.

Quinton approaches the problem through the now-familiar method
of telling a possible-worlds tale. In an attempt to prove that two spatial
regions may be totally unconnected to one another, Quinton describes
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a man living in England who when he falls asleep finds himself at a
lakeside in a tropical setting. His experiences at the lakeside, unlike
many dream-sequences, are as ordinary, as matter-of-fact, and as
uneventful as are his everyday English experiences. Nothing dream-
like, fantastic, or wildly unlikely occurs in the tropical environment.
The hero passes the day in the tropics and when he falls asleep there
immediately finds himself in England. And these English and tropical
experiences regularly alternate.

F ced with these two sets of experiences both of which are non-a
dreamlike, both of which seem to be waking experiences, how do we
determine which is dream and which is reality? Quinton fills in his tale
in such a way as to make the decision arbitrary and hence impossible.
T the objection that the lakeside experience is not public, he lets it beo
public: various other persons in England on going to sleep similarly
find themselves in the tropical setting; they meet their English
acquaintances there ([164], 142), etc. As the details get filled in, it
becomes more and more unreasonable to say of either set of experi-
ences that it is a dream and the other is genuine. Rather, from the con-
trived similarity of the experiences we would want to say that they are
both genuine. They are very unlike dreams: they are not fantastic, they
are public, scientific principles work in both, etc. In a word, we would
have to say that Quinton ’s hero inhabits two places.

Having effectively argued that it is possible that a person should
inhabit two places, the next step of the argument involves determining
whether these two places must be located within the same physical
space or not. At this point, Quinton ’s argument falters a bit: “ Suppose
that I am in a position to institute the most thorough geographical
investigations and however protractedly and carefully these are
pursued they fail to reveal anywhere on earth like my lake. But could
we not then say that it must be on some other planet? W could but ite
would be gratuitous to do so. There could well be no positive reason
whatever, beyond our fondness for the Kantian thesis, for saying that
the lake is located somewhere in ordinary physical space and there
are, in the circumstances envisaged, good reasons for denying its loca-
tion there ” ([164], 143). T be frank, I do not see what ‘ good reasons ’o
Quinton has in mind when he says that there are good reasons for
denying that the lake is located in ordinary physical space. His asser-
tions to the contrary notwithstanding, as he has described the cir-
cumstances, it is perfectly possible that the lake should exist on some
other planet in ‘ ordinary physical space ’. Nevertheless his possible-
worlds tale can be enhanced in such a way as to yield the results he
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seeks. Rather than simply having his hero ‘ institute the most thorough
geographical investigations ’ on Earth, let us add to the tale that the
hero carries out a thorough exploration of his entire spatial world.
Admittedly this is a trifle hard to imagine, but it is not at all logically
impossible. At best it is physically* impossible. But since we are tell-
ing a possible-worlds tale anyway, a tale which may depart, short of
logical inconsistency, as much as we wish from the facts of this world,
there is no particular difficulty in adding to the story the infor mation
that the hero completes an infinite number of explorations in a finite
time. (P rhaps he has a kind of radar-like device whose signal tra-e
verses space instantaneously.) In any case, we simply build it into our
tale that a complete examination of the space in which either locale is
situated fails to reveal the other locale. And with this repair to his tale
effected, we can proceed to Quinton ’s first set of conclusions: the
two places are in different spaces, i.e. are spatially unconnected, and

34Kant ’s thesis that at most one space is possible is refuted.
Quinton ’s possible-worlds tale has one particularly odd feature

which he does not comment on, but which, because it may appear to
undermine his case, deserves to be made explicit and defended. It is
often claimed that a person cannot be in two places at one time. Quin-

———————

34. There is a residual problem: perhaps the lakeside is located not at an
unconnected place in space, but is at a connected place, only it is in the future
or the past. Can we adjust for this complication? I think we can. W are givene
that the marvelous radar-like device can furnish an instantaneous snapshot
picture of all of space accessible from England. Suppose, further, that the
region of space which contains England is a reasonably deterministic one in
which extensive prediction and retrodiction* are possible. And finally sup-
pose that the best scientists know enough of the laws of nature to be able to
perfor m remarkably complete predictions and retrodictions. Under these cir-
cumstances, scientists might be able to deduce that the region of space which
contains England never has, and never will, contain the lakeside setting. Such
empirical evidence would indicate that the lakeside is not connected both in
time and in place to England, i.e. (1) that if the space which contains England
is unified, then the lakeside stands in a time stream outside of that of Eng-
land; (2) that if time is unified, then the lakeside resides in a space uncon-
nected to the space which contains England; or (3) that the lakeside is neither
temporally nor spatially connected to England. Each of these results chal-
lenges at least one of the two Kantian theses. T ken altogether, they woulda
indicate that there are no grounds to regard either of his theses as being a
priori necessary.
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ton ’s tale seems to run afoul of this prohibition, for the fellow he de-
scribes while asleep in England is simultaneously awake in the tropi-
cal setting. He would appear then to be in two places at the same

35time. But while this is true – and undeniably odd in the extreme – it
does not, by itself, serve to undermine Quinton ’s tale. F r, as he haso
described the situation, with there being no causal interaction between
the two places, nothing untoward or incoherent follows from the
hero ’s being in two places at the same time. The hero ’s being in two
places at the same time seems to work no mischief in this context and
the tale remains innocent. P rhaps the impossibility claim ought to bee
tidied up to read, “ No person can be awake and in two places at the
same time ”, but it is not clear that even this repaired claim is true. In
any case we need not pursue it, for – as Quinton first tells the tale –
the hero is never awake in two places at the same time. Whenever he
is awake in one, he is asleep in the other.

Having constructed his first possible-worlds tale in which he argues
for the possibility of there being two distinct spaces, Quinton asks
whether we can construct an analogous tale showing the possibility of
there being two times. Surprisingly he argues that time, unlike space,
is unitary, that there can be only one time.

Quinton does not seem to realize, however, that the technique of
possible-worlds storytelling is ineffectual for his purposes. Rather
than, as in the first tale, trying to establish the logical possibility of
a certain proposition (viz., “ There are two spatially unconnected
places”), he is trying to establish the logical impossibility of a certain
proposition (viz., “ There are two temporally unconnected events ”). It
suffices in the first case simply to show that there exists some fairly
expansive, consistent description of some possible world or other in

———————

35. Remember, T ylor ’s first thesis (pp. 192ff.) states only a sufficient condi-a
tion for an object ’s being in two places at the same time, viz. by being spa-
tially large enough to span a path between the two. But that thesis does not
claim that this is the only way for a thing to be in two places at the same time.
T ylor ’s thesis leaves open the possibility that a thing may exist in two placesa
at the same time without occupying each point along a spatial path connect-
ing the two.

That Quinton ’s hero is simultaneously in two different places is a corol-
lary of his second thesis, to wit, that there cannot be more than one time.
When we get to that discussion, in a moment, I will argue against the proprie-
ty of Quinton ’s using that description of his hero. But for the moment, it does
no damage to accept it.
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which the proposition in question (“ There are two spatially uncon-
nected places ”) occurs. But to show, as Quinton wishes, in the second
case, that some given proposition is logically impossible, it is insuf-
ficient to author one tale in which the proposition (“ There are
two temporally unconnected events ”) occurs and to show that that tale
is logically inconsistent. Rather, in order to prove the proposition to be
logically impossible, Quinton must show that any tale whatever which
includes the proposition under survey would be logically inconsistent.

The method of possible-worlds storytelling is well-suited for show-
ing that certain propositions (of the for m “ There is an x such that x is
y ”) are logically possible. All one must do is to find one such story in
which the claim occurs and which is free of self-contradiction. But the
method is ineffectual when it comes to proving the negation, i.e. when
it comes to proving the impossibility of propositions of that for m. F ro
now the job becomes, not one of showing that some one story which
includes the proposition is free of inconsistency, but rather that every
story which includes the proposition is self-inconsistent. What the
latter really amounts to is not storytelling at all, but rather explaining
why it is impossible to tell a self-consistent possible-worlds tale in
which the proposition at issue is included.

But this is not what Quinton undertakes. Instead, he proceeds as he
did in the first instance. He attempts to tell a possible-worlds tale in
which the claim that there are two temporally unconnected events
occurs; he argues that this latter story entails a contradiction; and con-
cludes that it is impossible that there should be two temporally uncon-
nected events. Just from considerations of methodology alone we can
argue that he has failed to establish his negative thesis. Finding one
case in which the supposition that there are two temporally uncon-
nected events leads to an inconsistency does nothing to establish the
impossibility of there being temporally unconnected events. His
approach to the question can yield only inconclusive results. The
method of possible-worlds storytelling cannot establish the negative
results he desires.

But questions of methodology aside, Quinton commits a second
error. There is an internal flaw in the latter possible-worlds tale he
tells. Even though, were it successful in entailing an inconsistency, it
would still be insufficient to justify his negative thesis, I will try to
show that it fails at the more limited task of entailing an inconsistency.
F r Quinton ’s latter tale, when shor n of a question-begging assump-o
tion, in fact demonstrates precisely what Quinton is trying to deny,
viz. that it is logically possible that there should be two temporally
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unconnected events. Quinton produces two arguments ([164], 145 and
146) to show that every lakeside event can be dated in England. I will
examine only his first argument. (I think the flaw is virtually identical
in both cases.)

He asks us to imagine that the fellow who is alternately in England
and in the tropics cannot remember whether lakeside events occurred
earlier or later than the events he remembers in England. But, says
Quinton (switching again into a first-person narrative): “ The trouble
with this obstacle to unitary dating is that it is too easily circumvented.
At the beginning of day 1 in England I write down in order all the
lakeside events I can remember. On day 2 in England I cannot remem-
ber whether the events of day 1 follow or preceded the lakeside events
in the list. But the list will be there to settle the matter and I can, of
course, remember when I compiled it ” ([164], 145). The error here is
subtle. Quinton argues that unitary dating (i.e. the intercalating) of
events in the two sequences can be obtained by the simple expedient
of daily writing down in one sequence the events one remembers from
the other. I agree that this device will work, provided one is writing
down one ’s memories. But how, in a non-question-begging way, is
this matter to be decided? How does Quinton ’s hero know that he is
writing down memories (of past events) and not, for example, precog-
nitions (of future events)? Let it be granted that each time the hero of
the tale awakes in England he knows one day ’s worth (or twelve
hours ’ worth or whatever) more infor mation about the lakeside events.
I am not calling into question that his writing down of his experiences
is the chronicling of genuine occurrences and that he can be said to
know that such-and-such events truly are incidents occurring at the
lakeside. What I am challenging is his right to describe this knowl-
edge, these daily cognitions in England, as memory.

What criteria need be satisfied to entitle us to say of a cognition that
it is a case of memory? Are these criteria satisfied or even satisfiable
in the case under examination? In order to see what is involved in
making the decision between memory and other modes of cognition,
let us ask ourselves how we make the decision in the ordinary case, in
our normal, ordinary series of wakeful experiences. F r convenience ’o
sake, let us for the moment restrict our attention to a single alter native
mode of cognition: precognition. Precognition (foreknowledge or
prescience), if it occurs at all, occurs so rarely that we need hardly
ever trouble ourselves over the matter of distinguishing it from mem-
ory. But if it did occur more often and we did have to distinguish it
from memory, we could not do so on any intrinsic feature of the expe-
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rience itself or on any introspective basis. No mental phenomena carry
with them an identifying mark of memoryhood. Some of the things we
think we recall never happened at all, yet introspectively these
thoughts (images, beliefs) are indistinguishable from genuine memo-
ries. Merely being memorable or, more exactly, having the felt quality
of a memory is no guarantee of the truth of that which has that quality.
Our mental faculties can be faulty or deceived. W can believe that wee
remember events and it tur ns out that these events did not occur, and
similarly we can fail to remember events that did occur. That a
thought or mental image is really of a past occurrence and not perhaps
a precognition of a future one is guaranteed by nothing in the thought
or the image itself. The manner in which memories and precognitions
present themselves to consciousness seems to be all of a piece. To
lear n that a memory-like thought is really a memory and not a precog-
nition we must depend ultimately on objective criteria and more
exactly on physical criteria.

Generally we do not have to depend on physical criteria, for we
quickly come to lear n by experience that in virtually all cases when
we have memory-like experiences we are having genuine memories.
But if precognition were a common occurrence we would then have to
rely not on this (just mentioned) statistical generalization but on the
‘ testimony ’ of singular physical facts. W can understand that, undere
these latter circumstances, we would have to ask ourselves, “ Look,
self, I seem to recall writing a contract with Jones. Am I remembering
or precognizing? ” It would do little good to attempt to secure the cor-
roborative testimony of another person, Jones himself for example, for
he would presumably have precisely the same quandary. The answer
to the question whether I (or we) are remembering or precognizing is
decidable only by looking to see whether the contract exists now. If it
does, we are remembering; if it does not, we are precognizing. Ulti-
mately, if the question of deciding between memory and precognition
seriously arises for a group of persons all of whom share the same
cognition, then it is answerable only by the testimony of physical
facts.

If we lived in a world where precognizing was as common as
remembering, then Quinton ’s argument would be all-too-obviously
question-begging. But even if it is not obviously question-begging, it
is question-begging nevertheless. W  need only raise the question ofe
the possibility of precognizing as an alter native description of what
Quinton ’s hero is doing, to see that the question is unanswerable in his
tale. What right, we should want to know, does Quinton ’s hero have to
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assume that he is remembering rather than precognizing? The answer:
None. In a world where precognizing is an acknowledged possibility,
even the corroboration of others who shared similar lakeside experi-
ences would be inadequate to decide between a case of memory and
one of precognition.

If England and the tropical lakeside were spatially and temporally
connected, we could appeal to physical records, to the causally linked
remnants of past events – photographs, memoranda, bur nt embers,
contracts, and the like – to settle whether the ‘ memories ’ one has in
England of the lakeside were genuine memories or precognitions.

If a man could pass through P radise in a dream, and have aa
flower presented to him … and if he found that flower in his
hand when he awoke – A e! and what then? (Samuel T ylory a
Coleridge [50], 282)

But Quinton ’s tale of the two spatially unconnected places is so con-
structed as to preclude the very possibility of there being physical
records shared in the two worlds ([164], 143). There are no physical
objects common both to England and to the lakeside environment.
There are no clocks, starscapes, written memoranda, or even rocks
that occur in both worlds.

But what about persons ’ bodies? Cannot the required records be
made on them? Suppose Quinton ’s hero were to write down on his
own skin a diary of events as they occurred in the tropics. W uldn ’to
the hero then know, when in England, that the events recorded on his
skin happened earlier? Since causes always precede their effects, the
requisite proof would seem literally to be in hand.

This latter repair will not do. F r as Quinton tells the tale, his heroo
does not have one body in two places or even one body now in
England and later in the tropics: his hero has (or inhabits) two

36bodies. The English body (we can guess) is a pallid white wracked
with chilblains; the tropical body is a sunbathed bronze infused with
robust good health. The English body does not become tanned, and
the tropical body does not grow pale.

The ‘ linkage ’ between the two worlds is experiential, not physical;

———————

36. Later, in chapter 12, I will argue (as does Quinton in his The Nature of
Things, [165], 95-6, 99-102), that it is logically possible that a person should
serially inhabit any number of different bodies.
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persons reside in both worlds but not physical objects. And the testi-
mony of persons in the absence of corroborating physical evidence is
indecisive in the matter of deciding between memory and precogni-
tion. Quinton ’s ‘ traveler ’ is not entitled to describe his cognitions in
England of his lakeside experiences as being memories. That they
merely ‘ feel like ’ memories is simply not good enough evidence in
the face of a serious challenge to the claim that they are memories.
Thus, we must give a different description of the hero ’s memory-like
thoughts. But what description?

Having gone to some trouble to expose one question-begging way
of telling the possible-worlds tale, we must be especially careful not to
fall into the trap of replacing it with another. It would be all too easy
to argue that since we are not entitled to say that the hero remembers
the lakeside events, we must say instead that he either remembers,
simultaneously cognizes, or precognizes those events. In effect, we
replace a single description (viz. “ remembers ”) with three seemingly
exhaustive possibilities (viz. “ remembers or simultaneously cognizes
or precognizes ”). But to make the claim that these three alter natives
exhaust the possibilities is just to presuppose the truth of precisely
what is in question, namely, the Kantian hypothesis that all events are
temporally related to one another. If we are to avoid prejudicing our
tale a second time, we must take care to drive a non-Kantian wedge at
this point. W must, at the very least, seriously entertain a fourth pos-e
sibility, to wit, the possibility that our traveler, upon awakening in
England, genuinely cognizes lakeside experiences, but the lakeside
experiences themselves are neither earlier than, simultaneous with, nor
future to the time of cognizing them in England.

T say of something that it is a memory logically guarantees that ito
is true of a past event. If the hero of Quinton ’s tale when in England
were able to identify his seeming memories as genuine memories,
then Quinton ’s and Kant ’s claim that all temporal events may be or-
ganized into a single temporal sequence would be reinforced. But this
is precisely what is impossible in Quinton ’s own tale. There is no way
whatsoever in Quinton ’s tale for the hero to ascertain what the status
is of his seeming memories of the lakeside. There is nothing what-
soever to indicate whether they are memories, simultaneous cogni-
tions, precognitions, or – even more drastically – none of these. In
short, contrary to Quinton ’s own conclusion, the events of the lakeside
cannot be intercalated with those of England. It would seem, then, that
there is no reason whatever to persist with the Kantian thesis that time
must be unitary and that such a property of time is known a priori.
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Space and time may in fact be unified. But if they are, then – con-
trary to Kant – this is no a priori truth. W are not constrained to thinke
of all regions of space as being connected and all events in time as
being connected. This conclusion holds not just for the space and time
of physics or natural science. What I have tried to show is that it is
possible that the space and time of human experience may have
unconnected elements. With some imagination, we can describe pos-
sible experiences which, if they were to occur, would warrant our in-
sisting that experiential space and time are not unified.

8.11 Time travel

One kind of time travel is so common, so familiar, that it is rarely ever
recognized for what it is. All of us – except those at death ’s door –
have an ability to travel forward in time. All we have to do is wait.
W iting is the simplest and most direct for m of time travel. Mosta
parents know this intuitively, although perhaps without ever having
realized that they do. When youngsters, filled with the anticipation of

37a birthday party, say impatiently, “ I wish it was tomorrow ”, their
parents will often counsel them by saying, “ Just wait; it will be. ”

But waiting has two drawbacks. First, it is strictly forward-directed:
one can travel into the future by waiting, but not into the past. More-
over, there does not seem to be any analogous ‘ operation ’ which will
take us backward in time. There is no such thing as ‘ reverse-waiting ’
or ‘ unwaiting ’. The second drawback to waiting as a mode of time
travel is that it proceeds in lockstep with the ticking of the clock. To
get from noon today to noon tomorrow takes twenty-four hours of
waiting. What persons who are seeking ‘ better ’ methods of moving
about in time clearly want is a way of getting from noon today to noon
tomorrow without having to spend twenty-four hours in the process. A
minute or two of traveling time is far more attractive to them.

T ylor has shown us one way of traveling forward and backward ina
time. Objects which are curved in space can, as we have seen, perfor m
the temporal equivalent of objects moving back and forth in space (see
pp. 200-3). But that is of scant use to the person wanting unlimited
capacity for time travel. By bending my body into a ∨ -shape – head
and toes forward, hips to the rear (i.e. similar to that of the object pic-
tured in Figure 8.4, p. 202) – and by moving forward at 1 m / sec, then

———————

37. The subjunctive mood seems to have disappeared among today ’s youth.
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along a certain path my toes will travel backward in time from my
hips by a fraction of a second. But I cannot use T ylor ’s method toa
transport my present body from now to yesterday, still less to the year
1750.

The concept of moving forward or backward in time by great leaps
is intelligible. Suppose it takes me eight hours to digest a meal and
suppose that in one day my hair grows 0.06 cm. Now suppose that I
am placed into a ‘ time machine ’. I sit in the machine for the time it
takes me to digest the meal I just ate. In this same time my hair grows
0.02 cm. In short, my body has aged eight hours. But suppose when
I step out of the machine it is one year later (or earlier) than when I
stepped into the machine. This would be a case of the sort of time
travel which is depicted in countless science-fiction writings. W wille
call this ‘ accelerated ’ time travel.

Is accelerated time travel possible? F rward-directed acceleratedo
time travel is certainly logically possible. It may even be physically
possible. Indeed the technology may be imminent. If cryogenic freez-
ing (low-temperature ‘ suspended animation ’) can be realized for
human beings, it would certainly qualify as forward time travel. We
already possess the technology to forward accelerate in time certain
creatures (e.g. the fish Dallia pectoralis [145], 19), which can be fro-
zen alive and subsequently thawed and revived with little or no per-

38manent damage.
But the real problem has always been with the notion of backward-

directed time travel. Is accelerated backward time travel physically
possible? There is a certain amount of empirical evidence that it is not.
The best of this evidence is simply the fact that, so far as we can tell,
no one has traveled to the here and now from any time or place in the
future. Of course such evidence is not conclusive: it may be that future
generations will have destroyed themselves in a war or environmental
disaster; or it may be that they will have enacted legislation with suffi-
ciently severe sanctions and policing to prevent time travel to our cen-
tury; etc. Nonetheless, the very fact that there are no visitors here and
now from the future strongly suggests that at no time in the future will
a means be found to permit traveling backward in time. And the fact
that it will never be done in tur n suggests that it is physically impos-
sible.

But even if backward time travel were to be physically impossible,

———————

38. F r a bibliography on ‘ freeze tolerance ’ see [198], 79-84.o
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might it still be logically possible? Even if this world is of such a sort
that traveling backward in time cannot be realized, might there be
other possible worlds where traveling backward in time does occur?

Many persons have thought that traveling backward in time is logi-
cally impossible. Their arguments typically are of this sort: “ If you
could travel backward in time, then you could encounter yourself
when you were a youngster. Even if you are not normally homicidally
inclined, it is at least theoretically possible that you kill that youngster.
But if you did, then you would not have grown up to have reached the
age when you traveled back in time. Thus there would be a contradic-
tion: you both would and would not have traveled backward in time.
Since the story involves a contradiction, it is logically impossible to
travel backward in time. ” Such arguments have been around for years.
They are especially tricky because they involve what are called
modal* concepts, in particular the notions of possibility and impos-
sibility. Does the very concept of travel into the past entail contradic-
tions? Does the possibility of murdering yourself as a child show that
backward-directed time travel is an impossibility?

The answer is: there is no possibility, if you travel into the past, of
murdering yourself as a child. The very fact that you are here now
logically guarantees that no one – neither you nor anyone else – mur-
dered you as a child, for there is no possibility of changing the past.

This notion that one cannot change the past needs careful attention.
There is nothing special about the past in this particular regard. F ro
you can no more change the past than you can change the present or
change the future. And yet this is not fatalism. I am not arguing that
our deliberations and actions are futile.

I cannot change the future – by anything I have done, am doing, or
will do – from what it is going to be. But I can change the future from
what it might have been. I may carefully consider the appearance of
my garden, and after a bit of thought, mulling over a few alter natives,
I decide to cut down the apple tree. By so doing, I change the future
from what it might have been. But I do not change it from what it will
be. Indeed, by my doing what I do, I – in small measure – contribute
to making the future the very way it will be.

Similarly, I cannot change the present from the way it is. I can only
change the present from the way it might have been, from the way it
would have been were I not doing what I am doing right now. And
finally, I cannot change the past from the way it was. In the past, I
changed it from what it might have been, from what it would have
been had I not done what I did.
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W can change the world from what it might have been; but ine
doing that we contribute to making the world the way it was, is, and
will be. W cannot – on pain of logical contradiction – change thee
world from the way it was, is, and will be.

The application of these logical principles for time travel becomes
clear. If one travels into the past, then one does not change the past;
one does in the past only what in fact happened. If you are alive today,
having grown up in the preceding years, then you were not murdered.
If, then, you or anyone else travels into the past, then that time traveler
simply does not murder you. What does that time traveler do in the
past? From our perspective, looking backward in time, that traveler
does whatever in fact happened, and that – since you are alive today –
does not include murdering you.

Time travel into the past involves no intrinsic contradiction. The
appearance of contradiction arises only if one illicitly hypothesizes
that the time traveler can change the past from what it was. But that
sort of contradiction has nothing whatever to do with time travel per
se. One would encounter the same sort of contradiction if one were to
hypothesize that someone now were to change the present from the
way it is or someone in the future were to change the future from the
way it will be. All these latter notions are logically impossible. But
none of them is intrinsic to the concept of time travel.

One should take care in describing time travelers not to give them
logically impossible capabilities, e.g. the capacity to change the past
from the way it was, the present from the way it is, or the future from
the way it will be. But once one has done that, then there is no need to
think the concept of time travel to be logically impossible. It just tur ns
out to be a contingent fact about this actual world that accelerated
backward travel in time does not occur.


